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THESIS OUTLINE
THE INFLUENCE OF THE EGYPTIAN,WISDOM LITERATURES UPON THE
HEBRF" WISDOM LITERATURE,
Chapter I.
INTRODUCTION
-p^^ ^
I. The Interpenetration of Cultures. c]
1. The Hebrew nation was no more favored than any other
nation. ^
2. The location of the Hebrew nation made it especially
accessible to other peoples. - '°
3. The antiquity of the Hebrews.
4. The composite origin and nature of the Hebrews.
5. The distribution of the Hebrews.
6. Babylonian and Egyptian influences on the Hebrews v/ere
predominant
.
II. The Influence of Edomitic 'sTisdora on Hebrew 'Jiedom Liter-
ature.
1. Edomitic wisdom influence is evident in the Hebrew
scriptures
.
2. Indications are that Egyptian material passed through
Edomitic channels to the Israelites. '
^
3. Geographically, the ^ook of Job shows its Edomitic
character; also the characters. /S
4. The flora and fauna show foreign influence.
5. Pessimisra^a characteristic of Edomitic wisdom literature./-^
6. It is difficult to assi'<n a date to the circulation
of Edomitic v/isdom literature amono; the: Israelites.

Chapter II.
HEBRE';7 WI:-:D0M LITERATURE.
I. Introduction.
Pa
II. Typfe» of Hebrew Wisdom Literature, in the Old Testament. 2 3
.1. Job.
1. Resum^ and outline
E. Ecclesiastes
.
1. Description and resum^ of its contents.
2 Parallel examples of parts "sorrowed by Ben Sira. a*|
3. Parallel examples used in the B-'Ok of T/isdom. Sit
3. Proverbs. •^'^
1. Analysis and discussion of Proverbs.
III. Types of Hebrew Wisdom Literature in the Apocrypha. -3 2-
1. The Book of Jesus, Son of Sirach, or Eccles iasticus . -3 2-
l'. The nature of the book with many quotations
given for illustration.
, _ ^
IV. Character of the Hebrew Wisdom Literature. ' . <r
1. Conclusions reached through the nature of the wisdom
books
.
Chapter III.
EGYPTIAN WISDOM LITERATURE.
I. Introduction.
1. Survey of th- Wisdom literature.
2. Nature of this literature.
II. Types of Egyptian Wisdom Literature. S-^
1. The Precepts of Ptah-hotep.
1. Selections from the Precepts,
2. The Instruction of Ke * G-erani.

1 1. Selections from the Instruction.
3. The Instruction of Duau^.
5
6©
1, ?.Tiat the production is.
2. Selections from the Instruction.
4. The Instruction of King Amenemhet. i> '-^
1. Nature of the work.
2. Selections from the Instruction.
5. The Instruction for Kins^ Merikere.
1. Y/hat it is.
2. Selections from the work.
6. The Instruction of Sehetepibre.
1. A foreword.
2. Selections.
7. The Wisdom of Anii. 4f
2, Something about the work.
2. A number of selections. 7*
8. The "Teaching of Amen-em-ope". 7^
1. Full description in Chapter V.
Ill, Character of Egyptian Wisdom Literature. 74
1. Conclusions drawn from Wisdom literature.
Chapter IV.
BABYLONIAN WISDOM LITERATURE.
I, Introduction. 5?*^
II. Types of Babylonian ^Visdom Literature.
1. The Poem of the Righteous Sufferer.
1. Survey of the Poem.
2. Selections,
2. The Babylonian Dialogue of Pessimism. ^fc

1 . lYhat it is
.
2. Selections . f
3. The Bilingual Book of Proverbs.
1. Description of the production.
2. Some examples of the proverbs.
3. Fra.a:ments of Similar ilexts.
Q 3
4. The Babylonian Book of Proverbs.
1. Something about the Book.
2. A list of the Proverbs by Sections. ?
5. The <lBupposed Rules of Monthly Diet.
1. What it is.
2. Selections from the Rules, '
6. The Gilgamesh Epic. f
^
1. Description of the Epic.
III. Character of the Babylonian Wisdom Literature. ?f
1. Conclusions drawn from Wisdom literature.
Chapter V.
POINTS OF SIMILARITY BETIYEEN H; BREW AND EGYPTIAN WISDOM
LITERATURES.
I. Did Egyptian Literature Have a Direct Influence Upon the
Literature of the Hebrews?
II. The parallelism of the "Teaching of Amen-em-ope" and the
/o 3
Old Testament Proverbs. " ^

7Chapter VI*
POINTS OF SIMILARITY BET^iVEEN HEBREW AND BABYLOKAIN WISDOM
LITERATURE.
I. A Babylonian Job.
!• Comparison of the :Poem -Of the Righteous Sufferer
with the Book of Job.
2. Specimen of Babylonian Job v;ith En,a;lish translation. ^
II. A Babylonian parallel to Eccles iastes . /
1, A parallelism from the Gilsaraesh Epic,
III. Another Babylonian parallel to Eccles iastes
.
1. Similarities of the Babylonian Dialogue of Pessimism
to Eccles iastes
.
2. Quotations from the Dialfljgue and from Ecclesiastes,
also one from Job.
IV. A Specimen of a Fragment of Wisdom Literature.
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Chapter I.
INTRODUCTION.

ITISDOM LITERATjEZS UPON TH '
, TSDOM LIT!" ..Z.
CMPTE^: I
.
r'^^.c :oN.
I. The Interpenetration of Cultures.
",7e have o-^ter ^p>arc' it' said thD.t p.^'.t ^ t.^:
indivi
.i^iion CevclOj^^L niosit uixat borrov/s
most. ''The most orirrinal of peoples appropriate most, drink-
i::[- deepl3r from ^nmon herita'^e of ' ".
have ::..^le..--
.se individuals and v/ith those nations
which take the best - hich they borrow and so thorou-:!^
assi-milate it that f^e F.tn^m thn - . -. -
To accomplish sue' '.hing requires skill and time, but
the name- of plagiarist and "copy-cat" are not Just in such
a case.
There Lime ' .People believed that ' ^
rews owed their uniqueness to the fact that they were the
chosen peon"'e of Go", -' thrt u p.,,
the rest of Lhe v/orld and had give^ - •
_
others. This could no more be done than a flower could bloo.-
"solitar^,'' in some divin^^ or mari.. -~ ^
'
-
'
^ -^j-out breathing ooramon air,
without expanding in the co nmon sunshine ".^
-otionc v(^ver
liver' er-ti-ht no^r-rr ' • • .
1. T. Ja-nes j.Ieel:, "Jou'^nal of Religion'', Vol. VII, p. 244.

from one anothpr; an-^ lea,8t
because .._./g : ^
ah:l '.7est. Even though the Heb]
froT the worl'^ tbey ccld not
carav
'•nidet. "Instead of develc
because of isoL^itinn ^-^-r)'
nf CO - • '\
the world and because they borrowed e;
thus addln-^ the at tn i --n.ents therF
i cu^ outdlE tance ' -
develop'nrnts .
fpT-jg v-,oni(= Hfibrev/j cunf'
*
£ 'Ciinlc C'3';~u.io oauioiij
ences to the Habiru
d^i'nastv tovard ' '
koi tei':tb, in 1'
the tablets excavate ^
Hebrews T/ere
ovrn testimony, they v/erfc
Deutero '.~ '
gaaat-e^f
Palestine they
Hebr
xn a.
aracterlb t ics
; it was actually beCc:
imate contact v/*
6 " ly from others.
jaini_-'j..y .J , . ^ . I?
found in texts ^rsa
ird millenniu'n, in thT-
e Li e I '
^
loutea.
)i'npo.^. itc
ave arrial-
Qanaanite «
Goj.l" ' rus al-
iand of C;j orite
,
I)
rr ~
-ites h£, " •
Pad. eve 'itually ePta^1i£ hed ' ''yy^R.B'
1S70 B.C. "i'h ly Ca
"been connv'e"" A-^or' ^ j
•
"
" f ly Baby'
words ' larrr
,
'
' ?,ce''
v/ere conquered ' ' , 'lo he '
'.'^eir s^"ay fo-^ - ' 5 left an '-^dell''
makinn all V ident . ~--e6ver, t of

II. The Influ.:
36:1",
Tit c
^
ac . c )
M n n 1 1 c It fc
ij have fc
c
13
3. n c ^. * e
'
idedl
Oi. „ . J . - : - ^^
.
JO e .
becanc c| .ainted • • . • •
•
•ever, the f^.ct, that tr " '
•
:
-
• ••.{:
.. 16)
.
1 " './e coiirpr" ' _e f orei^.i se • ' ' \^ of rr ;
23:14; 30:1-:'1:9) '-'he boo:
Of ea- ' retribut lOtT
,
tually recogiilaed, as in Jo J., to be
(30:22) . -he '
-o._- " the Old 7
3Lr j.ne
Bl
c
1^
I
fra^- ^ ^ . ae des tribus voislneo*"
.
Th- " Job shov;
3 ed,
mende Sa^e". There
^.ook of Job, ^ found ir.
-
^
"
' yj'ot a " -^ai. Lthiopla (28:19)
Arab ia ( 1 : 15 , o : 19 , anr? 25 : 24 , ^'^^ : 16) s.-^e all'-^'-l t .
Teman, the ' ')f liliphaz, is ' " o .ably idomitic.
'-one of Bildad (Sbn.ab) is l^^errtS' " (CtG-^. 25:2).
Edorn.
'7itrh "bhe e^'cer^t-ion o-^ ^e'^^ons Vnp.t i
_
--P - -
"
"
' t/hfeoe
by the ma J or i criti'cs](. , le dramati
sonae of Job a^e Edc^/.tlc. The poet avoids divine- na~'e<^
are t^^pic " Israelit ish, preferring el (55 tiraeo) , ^1- -'.
(41 times), ' shaddai (31 ' ',
It is ^nuerer^tin'-^ - - • ^.v,^ flo-
-Lu of iraleotine: the olive, ' , '
vine T'or " cultiva: ' i the land o: author;
^es Y/ere -^pre, '"ith the exception of a fev: f i.~ld£ of
- j.rle-, ai'id corn, Lhe nos": ' " ' couricry coniiit; ~ 2
with not: ;"ass,* tb
hie cere '-r. n^- -
^

/J
d\7ellin.Ts of 'V.an,
hnrE , do . xiiun
and South of the De ' ' ' ^ , '
the . tork, the ostrich, the raven, , tL^c ralcon
(birds living In sparsely populated districts) ar .tlone:T;
j-^'-,.. ^, -^jn-t -,^ , J. .-^ i V o ,-1-1 t'-," VI -. r,-^ Is-
raelites, see.Tii to 'c; ^di^io.
,
:.he reptiles , a-'-lers and
vipers a""-e known; of the ' nvertebrates, works, spld j i';-
in striking: contrast v/ith th^ " the Soag of ^olc
Job forbidding wastes and cheerless wilderness, with rav
beasts and de£- • ~f: " - '-^"-.lle. f ' ^ "'^
and vineyards, the fragrance of the rose and the beauty of
lily, the gracefulness of thr lie and the voice
t-'-^^'-le. - '-ii: -'"^
'""
' ' ,
'
. -leasure,
of the depressing natural en\ ' ent .
^•-e philosophy of the Book of Job is of Edo-nitic c
acte- ^.^ is prove-"" '~ "he parallels, ir.
with the Edoraitic fras-n.ents found in Psalms and Proverbs.
The wls(^0Ti literature of the ]IdomitiG sa , serve
A.'...
^
ps.. t imistic an-" -ids tic; ^ ^.iIj^ " ..
sonic respects akin to Stoicism.
Ouotin.''" -^ro'^ "^r , Pfeiffe"^'s article, pa-e 22, **T
a- without hope for in 1 ' .
T/ ^rd for noble '
,
punishnent
,
or in sheol.
• "^n i creati^
JJB
hardly any better than the beasts whom Sod endows t;'
and provides th sustpnanc^; ' , ': anlnalr "Mr^-r-r.-^
man in stren{?,th -•. " lifiai •^fei'i: 11^, u..L.
none returns from the house of th'
"P.eli-ion offer--- no rol' ' . bcc
G-od does not concern h'mse" ' lan -l. " , . ' '
known to mortals. The desperate question of He ''Lor5
,
V7hy c-^.stest thou o-^-" soial? ".'^ny ftide?t t'-^'i, f*rom
me?" receive £: no reply; to Job's appeals the j_,ord ansr/ered out
of the v:hirl\vind with a series of sarcastic questions: 'TTnere
'.lan iQust adiiiit, v.'i' ' ' U'", *I have not learnec" '
,
I should have the knowledge of the Holy One'*. For *^isdr
7:23if.)> the worko of God are "past fl at" (9:10][.
purposes are unsearchable (11:7-9). That G-od revealed His
/
Hjaoiii , ,
It is difficult to determine the date of compos if
an-'' o-"
'-y- f ^ rculat * -^on- t •- ^g"- " ' '
wisdom literal • ' ^eina provable that t'
knovm in Israel shortly before the exi" . " the intro-
duct^ ~ - -^^^ - . ^, - ^ -
nterest in oosmol^ ; "fahweh reveals Hiriseli' and His will
to the Israelites not through the stars, bu'
vants, ' ;---'-ets" (^^ ^ f, ..^
p. 164).
Intellectually-.
'T|e.7^fe,'r, VV/s^d»»7.
It
I
i
ing fo: •cy a

Chapter II.
HEBREW WISDOM LITERATURE
c
/CHAPT!!:^ II
FZBR-^ 771? DO'! LIT^TURE.
I. IntrodLtctlnn.
Jo.ii^ '.^rankll.'. Zie:iun[^ ' ' ' - ,
"
'
"
of his "book, "The Hebrew Literature of V/isdoin", says that'*the
-'ehrew TTisdom, nrov^rin"- a-. litary str«a1-n, or-'^.^ilo
it v/ere dramatic sequence, to rouaded ri/.l^/. u/.;. i'-i..
in the fulness of the time, is regarded as an inte-rral
(strand) of scripture revel^t io-^ , coordinate ^v* e ^^trands
of lav7 and prophecy, -et cornplcite in itself, in tlvc
yet compos itely twined idea for which the Bihle ultimately
stands I'
.
In the Old Testaaient three hoolib have "been gi\
collective name of the Tisdora "books, or ',7isdo literature
"T^-ese are: the "^ook of Job, the Book of ?r 3, and the
Took of Zccles iaster. . ".' oy are representative v/ritin^s of a
class of men of whom otherv/ise littlr '
;
less, perha: .
than ir- k'lo"'^"'' '^f othe"^ cli.'-'^ ~^ -r-- * -"-^ -.'>;- '] ^n^^c-
C,uot in^ from Gjenv age five, ''".li. , like scribes and
rabbis, the wise men or Sages constituted a distinct order,
r e c — "^ 1. 7, n ^ 0 o"'^ ^ ' ~ - r>
authority v;as accorded em in the /akc-up oS .latiD.ial
lifej -.vhether*^ they foried a ouasi-univers ity fellowship,
whe'^e— 'n "'" "ev "^'^r^ed p-v?), * t^ " ^^"V'
their profession of "<7isd v/a. ifelihoj '
,
like a modern lav/yer they gave counsel and took fee. - e
natters eo^ce'^n*-" . . -^o--e "•.'-n
jecture''. ^o' diot^nctive stan : '
that in their sphere they v^ere an acknov/le
f
20
society, s indicated in the clearect
to them, a verse in Here-^lah. **Then sai^'' " - ,
certain perverse people " ""opii- ' ^ word.. ' ,
- "Come, and let us devise devices against Jeremiah; for the
law shall not perish from the prient, nor '\ fr,
•.vise, nor ths 7/ord '" "jioou^L. ' Here '^\.<::, v,':^^-^ .laried
as a kind of order, coordinate with tliat o: ' sts ':
ets, and havir.rt their fii^.otion reckoned as in il
tative 'y, the oide o2 tlxC _-;.riests' law and the prophv '
"burden. They were, it appeals, counsellors, adviserc
,
•?hoii the "neople resorte-^, for a k^nd of Tuid'^nce not rrovlded
for in the Mosaic ordinanceb v.hich jhe o^-iew . /^ci o^.a:- . ,
nor in the impassioned appeals addressed to the nation at
lar-re "^y V\~ rrophets. ^ third order of leadership ?;as in
fac': ncclei ,
"it would seem that these sa'^es gave their counsel
raostlT'- '"53'- ^.ord '^outh, and not frorn sone central bure?.u
or university. They minsled amon.^ the people and '*7erG /
in close touch with practical life. They were honored for their
';/ork's sake, rather than fo"" the fame they ;':;ot, or the office
they held, 'iThen they wrote, they wrote anonyinou,sly , or else,
hid their individuality under the name and prestige of -'
Solonon, Their writ 5 it's we:"?' not v?'':'a?itcd 'n the "^c^""!-^, nor
read ofricially in the synapiogues • n-^riiely Jia-xiiiis a.o 'ui-ese
were, a humbler but more potent and pervasive mission was their-:;
t ci"'"cii!l,at'^ nmDn" thosp ^ r''^7"''-"_'^'^'^' folk -f v^^-^i^i—
centre ii. concrete taskc> and trials,.. . ^ liuera-uure of
"ITisdom, whetl:er oral or written, was a literature ' iate,
practical, portsble'^"^ , . . x ..r,
cf 1
I
I
21
literature, amon"- the Hebfews, v/liich di""' not
-'vine orl^i;-. ' : .v-^ ^, - - •
depart'Tient of the Bihle. Alth0Uf3h, at t.';at time, the iil
sacred and secular were not sharply c: . consciOL^^Z.
draY/n, "because the v/hole lif ' leoplf. . -
ground of the sacred. -jeverthelesB , thic
with a feellnp- of freedom, not: **T-' "
saith a strong, '..j-.-o, u^lcL-:, ' , :a<Ji.
,
'h sympathizing man**. In Its type it la ideally siniple,
direct, and also flexible and limpid. In its classic, a;-^'-'' , l
to say, chiselled purity, '..he Tiebrev/ forra -"lay ^^vo.x,
perhaps, in the section of the Book of PDoverbs exte; "O'ti
the tenth to the mi^ ' the ' - .
;j ucif icallv^ The '?v' \.y ^j .^ .
the oldest body of 'Wisdom counseT . ' ' '
these two-line enl—r ~r- thou
in artistic style, >^-y-'i
"nfluence of a three-fold ideal: fact, truth, h
of fact .r'>'=lp-'''ll
,
observat _.-i'x ..:xd vcrlfic;.'.f
,
;;-cie..ce, j.:."
acientifi'" te-n-per. shap
-^UCh : ' ; , ' J
stimula^, • - ' "^/ty".^
ddlc-
throuj' "
.
'-,0 th'.
1.
f1
cut, accurately
_: en \;ho counselled the 11'
./c'e ^' o^-'cevevB ar ' • en ^'iho Dried
titfi'jc'
,
cane fron? the F.3.et to -fthlehem r^ere as trolo'-e^s an"
were lo . . ' ' " '
, ,
not in t-h^' '^'"OGai '"^•"^ien'^e:- torrn an*^ the '
tlie i- '^i.—' V. J L^.'.. . ^^.^jL.f ..
,
, o 1 »- ^ --' 1
day value-: r, is of nr.- d late growth.
Genung says , "Anc:
,
v/ere somehow g^i^©^ into an all-men's tho: ^ of wisdo
availahl^ for hi-^'hoFt ?"nd h''moles- ?li''-'e, I da*' 't
'>-xviiic .Lj or '«_e3.'' c i _^
i' jv iciexVL. . iic^yi* '.V'ii £»
quality of it which made the Hebrew '^Tisdom p- ito t.
as a vital element of manhood buildlnc
1. , ", ^^iterature of '-iGc' ",
r
2II. In The O:
—• • •
ol all '." ' edora Ijookl; , Jc/ " fa.r the grea
bol' reli£;:' ' in literary
V-^- --st un'v-^- "1 ^cF* "2 » '
'
Many praiseworthy e:.)jreL.L lo lll have bteu \/ri;.oc!ii
instance, Sellin has called it "a tremendous work, the .
f------ 'T ^-.v.e :'okhma lit era t---" .'-'V-r says ths. . "".
many respects, one of the most re:iiari:aule producti 2 'any
ac-e or country. It is, without doubt, in its 'general
;
v-el"" 'M ^.ical .ction and high poetic char-
acter of its language a work of art. Deep thought and 1
continued study must have been united with gentus in its brod
uction*'.^
The problem of the book stated in a few words is:
"Taj do the rip;hteous suffer? or at greater length: Ho\v can th
sufferin" " - ''-hteous man be reconciled with the e 1^ -
of a righteous God?
The book opens with an historical prologue in pro^e,
which .^•._ly :.duij '^lz:\, j our a, a - nor , of an
tale. This is told in chapters 3,nd two. From chapter III
to XLII:7 v/e ^av v;hat mi^^ht ailed controversy in ve^-se.
"Ve fi" - ' ' ''^ c'' , i ' ch he cur:.c^
day. Th" ' succeeded .e colloquies between Job ai
three friends, chapters III to XXXI. In the first s e:
: ' ":trove ^ ; " .1 Jl.^.: ^^e.. c iphaz (^-^.
with Job*s answer (Gh.VI-VIl; the speecl" "ildad (^L. VIII)
!• ^> \ "T-;^anslation ' , " .trod. p. IX.
r
and Job 'a answer (Gh, IX-X) ; the speech of Z . .
anc! Job'::; crn^'ner ('^h. "TII-XIV) . In the seconc" serie:: -
vc"^^' (oii, .
..
V/
— < ) hcive t/Lc L aiiie rritJi'iub apes-z." . -'^
same order as In ' * cycle
,
after each of the t'-r-'-p ^en r.^"eak. In t^i^- f.-- 5 •-•
c .uroversy (Sh. .^.j-i.-''.. i;
,
^li^^ljaz t^pt-aAi-L (wh. v^vii; x .vvvfc'."
by Job's answers (Gh. X"III-XXIvj ; Bidelad speaks (Ch. XXV)
Job answers (Oh. :r.'Ml-^:c/J.) . 7.^--)V.P.r ^-^^^ not £peak' thii.
have the uiL^coursew, or Ziinu (Gh. XXI^lII-'XyCXVII) .
Jehovah's to J " ' ' i chapters XXXVIII -:a.II:6. Frona
he^-e (XLJI:7) to the e-'^ (:7:.II:17) we ha.;e th- o--^---
^
prose.
Chapter XXVIII : monologue on '.Tlsdora, which contrib-
ute''? no'^,b''n- to tb'"' r'olut* of thn —^-^o''')'! '-i w^ ', 'i -j'-'oVi
book ib coiicerned. The main idea of uhe poo/a (.wvv'li^l ; 20-27)
is that Msdom is unattainable lan and known to G "
In X^7III:23 r-' .'^ o--^ •* ^'• r-n- t -"'o-"' ^,r; "oiety expressinpr its
in •Ti-^" ''y, or as a morL-.lioy rooted in religion;, which iL Lhe
"ominant ideal of the Old Testament.
i
2. Eccles iastes , or The Preacher.
This is short book of Tv/elve chapters with no chapter
containing more than twenty-nine verses and th half of them contain-
ing less than twenty verses. Sometimes it is called the Book of
Koheleth, which name is the Hebrew original of the Greek r.ame,
Eccles iastes, and of the English terra The Preacher. Koheleth is best
taken to mean ''the convener of an assembly", and this "convener"
seems to be none other than Solomon. It is also clear that Solomon
is the liing whose varied experiences of wisdom and luxury are
referred to in chapters one and two.
Until critical investigation took place the book was almost
universally ascribed to Solomon. Some writers still hold this view,
but eminebt critics do not agree with the old view,
"Martin Luther was the first to perceive that Solomon aan-
not have been the author of Eccles iastes . He says in his "Table
Talk": 'Solomon himself did not write the book of Eccles iastes, but
it was produced by Slrach at the time of he Maccabees.... It is
sort of Talmud, compiled from many books, probably from the library
of King Ptolemy Euer-^etes of Egypt'"!
In order to reach the solution of his problem the author oi
Job vises the literary -ehicle of a debate. Here the writer has
chosen an autobiographical sketch of Solomon as his literary'" vehicle,
because Solomon was ':,he typical representative of '."isdora, and
was also a king whose magnificence has passed into a proverb.
K&helieth is a Jewish man of culture influenced Homewhat by
the Greek view of life. As an author his characteristics are in the
main Hebraic, though one can detect the Greek philosophic spirit
in hia v;riting. His work is without a model, but the dramatic ele-
ment in it reminds us somewhat of the Book of Job even though it

2^
Is far from reaching the literary perfection of Job or of the pro-
verbial collections.
HCigo de Groot, the father of international law, better known
as Grfl'feilda, regarded Ecclesiastes as a collection of opinions of
different ages, originally sp6ken to different peoples.
The first eleven verses of chapter I are an introduction or
preface in which Koheleth sets forth his conviction that everything
is vain. Then repeatedly throughout the book he expresses his
philosophy of life saying that there is nothing better to do than to
eat and drink; to get the most enjoyment out of life, for it is
limitec' at its best. His dark outlook upon life has foEced him to
pessimism. However, his concluding advice, in accordance with the
Semitic philosophy, is manly and healthy, if not inspiring. He urges
the young man to make the most of his youth, to enter into life
heartily. While his philosophy of life is, in a sense hopeless, it is
not immoral. He does not advise debauchery or sensuality; he shows
that there is no permanent enjoyment in these. He is a sceptic, but
he has not abandoned his belief in God. The sum of (JJoheleth's
teaching is that even though labor is vain, man should work and
enjoy to the full life's round of duties and opportunities, whthle he
bravely faces the real facts of life.
Wright^ Sc he chter, and McNeile have proved that the book of
Ecclesiastes was known to Ben Sira and influenced hmm to such a
degree that the book of Eccles last icus clearly betrays its dependence
upon Q,oheleth's work. N'6ldeke and McNeile agree that Ben i^ira used
Qoheleth in its completed form, and this is clearly proved by the
(l. Barton, Ecclesiastes in International Critical C :^mmentary
,
ja.S"^,

2?
evidence.
According to Barton-'- *'the J^roof of the priority of Qoheleth
is of three kinds: (1) Passages extant in the Hebrev/ text of ivCcles-
iastious, which show dependence upon the Hebrew of (JJoheleth,
(2) Passages no;jj yet recovered in the Hebrew, but the Greek of which
4s clearly a translation of Hebrev/, practically identical with taat
of Qoheleth, and (5) Passages in which Ben Sira has paraphrased the
thought of Qoheleth, though clearly dependent upon it".
Examples of the third proof are as follows:
^oh. 1:4: "Generation comes and generation goes.
But the world forever stands*'.
Cf . E. S. 14:18 (Heb.)
:
"As leaves grov/ upon^ green tree.
Of which one withers and another springs up.
So the generations of flesh and blood.
One perishes and another ripens".
Qoh. 3:7: "A|time to keep silence
And a time to speak**.
Cf . BS. 20:5-6 (Heb.)
:
"There is one who is silent for want of an answer.
An-" there is one who is silent because he sees the time".
"A wise man is silent until the time.
But a fool does not observe the time".
Qoh. 4:8b: "For whom do I toil and deprive myself of good?"
Cf
. BS. 14:4 (Heb.)
:
"He who deprives his soul gathers for another.
And in his goods a stranger sh'^11 revel".
1. The International Critical Commentary, p. 54.
Vc.
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Qoh. 7:8b: "Better is patience than pride".
Cf. BS. 5:llt) (Heb,): "In patience of spirit return answer".
For the most part it v/ill be noted hov/ Ben Sira enlarges
upon the thought of Qoheleth. This fact was .mentioned in ^discuss ion
of the hook of Ben Sira.
Wright and McNeile have clearly proved, the author of the
Book of Wisdom, like Ben Sira, knew the work of Qoheleth, but did
not approve of it, while Ben Sira regarded its teachinfrs with favor.
The pgrjjilelism is as follov^s:
Wisdom
2:5. For our life is the passing of "A shadow, and there is ^lO re-
treating of our end, because it is sealed and none turneth it back.
2:6. Come then let us enjoy the good thincrs that exist, and let us
use the created things ea<:cerly as in youth.
9:7. Det us fill ourselves with costly wines and ointments, and let
no flowers of sprint- pass us by.
Qoheleth.
6:12. The number of the days of his vain life, for he spends them
like a shadow.
8:8. Nor is he ruler in the day of death.
2:24. There is nothin? better for a man than that he Ehould eat and
drink and enjoy himself.
9:7. Drink wine with a glad heart.
c
5. Proverbs.
The Book of Prover-hs doe- >e any cl?.i''
S' Tte unity, "buL " ...e, ..l^-. j/.,
eral collections, of v-ilq pronounce life, ir
maxim for":. A :-re aee-^r to "be " :\" occa-
sion. It is comrnonl', -."lib Li^il^L rl . " -"-he
Book of
, Proverbs begins v/ith the tenth chapter. At the head,
of this chapter is th-- f^ + le: "Th'^ P"*^nverlj _ .
and in the old Klu^ Ja\n-3i, ion, ..„! oh underta^. ' v^; o
contents of all the chapters of scripture, is e
note: "Fro^ t^^is chapter to the five and tv/e'^t ieth c. ndry
observations of morall verjt/vi
,
and tlieir contrary vices".
To be accurate, these "sundry observitions '* extend to the
sixteenth vc^se '~'f the tv/enty-s econr' cha'te""": thr-'e h';.r'^re'?
seventy-five proverbs in all, clearly maM^.^'! of ^ " " ^ "
from the rest of the book. They are all -^ouplet-p-^
,
antit'^etic o>"- "^?.r^llel v- f- 1 c , ^'^''^^bi tir;- ; _ -
aphorism in it^ aijst condensed and, so to sa^
To the beginnin.^: of the sixteenth chapter there ' ^eat
contrasts of good and evil, vvisdo.a and folly. The
point on, there is an equal" redominance of pj^P'verbs
by way of repetition or elucidation or conseque . The order
into which the mashals of the sa.c^es fell was .e
f Oll07;s :
1. Discrimination; and thi? leads here to the Imitial pre-
c'oninance
r»
(C
a .
v;hich lea€ ext atep, the synorr titi'
r. :ilogy, or, imaging -.vhat th^
a refining stage, leads to the simile raashal.
Zl
^
niriTi O 7-> f r;-'> ^ O 1 ^ t ~ _ ~i"'6'
'
f igurat ' ' .3h learl£, L, ' ' ' ' j " oter
style JiShal'I"^
ve^se of the. tv-zeiity-se:. " 'hapt': .
different form of maslial "beglr.. ;Drev: ' . ' "
tines six lines, with a coupie uid thtre iutercal-
ated. Beside^' ' j ' • '-ectlo-n is ' ' .-b
guild of sages are the authors Ox what succeeds.
The collection of proverbs which extends to the tv/enty-
-
^
_
-
-_f^2.
"
quite complete little manual jonduct. oerns i'
about what may be caller' ' " " ' ' " ,
ners, dutiu-; - ...i^, d „. ..^.1.^-,
jLntenipe ranee, enmities, and the lil<:e.
Aft^-r this section we '-"ave anot^e-- ^f mashals, a
of the Vvise". (Prov. 24:2 ^ . jript, which fills
out -"ourf
-r," we fint? the the
Fiel" 1. c. - •
1. ebrew Literature of Wisdom.'*, p. 101.

the Clirrf^ar " . . , . . ^
the lor^ser col"' ' , , " 1^ j ^-r:-^
Sol' ^ , -ezel: '
'
The coll •"ct 'or sc '1'
r i 0 V 6 r c i. , 0 ^ " , ' i
iiates. One marked characteristic of t'
collection Is the tendency to rr-oup
together, forming cluLters of s-'syirx . a cr.TeiDne co;T»pre
hensive topic; thus there luste' "
,
seve.'ith chapt ' ^e-.v type of j
predominance, the simile, dr^ spiritual analfi^ies fro.-n
co.."trast,. come In to pre ' ' . " coliv
may he regarded as the monument of a sharpener"' trative
tier valuet
"^^oll i^-^r^ tl:i£' last mentioned collect 1 , readin-^
coll'.: ct ions : ' " , the so .akeh, mal:
the thirtieth he words of Ki
,
r. ^1 -:-f - * • " " _
an a.iony ' ' "
,
" nty-t
is, a couplet fo - • ^ ^^vi^ y-Tebr
-• ic
Iv 0 "
"
' or who hvc le coll(
see
partakes of the n?).t\:re of
nv - J. ,-1
Of -
are
perhar;
^
lb cu.
ascribe
it expre&tl,' -
'"''ovreYer
, 3o f Pr
bOQliti of ^
to Sole
Lin.
1. The Book of Jesu;
,
"irac", ' ^siastic .
'^f^ 'rj _ ~ * "r>n ' ^p, " "1-71 ni,
H
'

2 (c-
?ontal " • . -2:1-4 (
" -
,
^ :i-4 ' ;
catne to have a rel'
—
- ; - >
^ or>act.dir' of "wise sayi tlie i -^ci
He [''\7ise men") who already ':.he days of Jereralaln
'-1 prophets, "For the lav/ Bhal. perish fr
nor counsel frora the wise (hakam) , nor lord. fv
et (Jer. 1?:18) . ~- * t*-- ' "
h- is ".uali' n" f Lfiable c1. ' ~
,
i:-
:
"I, indeed, o-'-ie last of all,
.t,.,.,. —
----ape-satherers
:
I advanc " the " " " uod,
A.nd. filled ray winepress
_
.
- .lerer".
^nrvTTT. 16-18.
T^en-3ira v - - . ^ .
lier 3, but clearly reckons hims^
2' " "
, lilte the n.utlir - " Proverbs and Eccles lastes
,
^-e fe:.' ' zt it offe-
exaniple? nf - " - . li^^tle e . ?rp,
construcr ^ " - - "
.

3/
i£ 33:24-59:11; here the prov " ,
tt^,^ ...
i 't, liat-li li' ' can l^t.
Then Ben-Sira proce " j upon t'le
;i - >
-^--i^^-' n;^ 1 lli'f trat, 1 '^'os ' ,t tT'os*^;
v;it'.i ordinary trades an^_ profess ions cann'
'
requisite " posse
o p r. - > T-i o ^ o r' --^ 1 • ^ • -1 - > .-i c ir
-
.
-• v .
.
. \ ^ - . - ' t )
-
eloquent description ' '
,
presei' he positive side of his thesis.
there is plenty of individuality iii hi:^ "-^oox^
by h* " the prove 'to an essay, an^. al.
merely quote fro;n the " estainent, hat he utilizes out
and teaching of the inspired writers as the au'
'^^3 to sav, -^-^ thf^n r^'-': ""^-th - '^•...^ ...-.n a -Iv,.-
s uh J ect
.
The Book of Sirach contains a large collec-*-
'
maxi~^s z3.-e counsels reja-^" " * oeivah!. --
amer-e.'cy in life. These " is and counsels-
people in every condition of life; a lar-re propor
deals v;ith Vr.e ordinar^, ' -'•^^^ "-d^ . .
man and man, whether in regard to the riC
oppressed, the mourners, etc.; ^s of courtesy, behaviour at
, "^liteness , . .-^ct one'^ '^.^tte-^ -
,
similar topics can he found. 5en-Sira's Intiniate im
of human nature meets one at ev^'^y tii.rrt, a^.'-' •
tructive reat. r j, '
.
. _

Ben-Sira*s object, in v/ri'-/ " ^
ish "^'iblic of bJ.s da^r an authoritative v;- ..
eve .
'Tfi ^?i^''='(?la'' " " ite'^ested '
•
"
. I • ^' - „ ".icall, ^ "
" sdom,
*'I cane •^oi-'tb fr-om the raouth of th 2. "-.:!)
In th ' pla' 'Id I fiy. -e,
Anri iij^r f.h-roTne 'r^' the pillar O"" o'ii'^ ." ,
Aloi.o _ „ _ ^.ic circu:i ' -i,
And in depth of the aby&
In Sirach l:'^^- "^ijdon took her Ttart in the r
**Befort; '^.'xO ii all (i.e. thci h-„' ^^.i' -li) J'j,^
.Tisdoin created**.
In 1:9 Ben-Sira evidently conceived of "'^^ sC. '.ig "been
creaLc ~ ' 'Tparation for the work of creatl '
"
come
:
"He h'nself ctp.:., '
,
-
'
^red her;
And r ' ' er out upon all " * xjorlit . . . . "
'7e find a more definite state^r,; :* the " tey\ce o" "o
vjA-for-^ "^hr; o'^eation ~ orl'^ ' ~ , :
;
r.o C2''eat.' " 'Oiii uQe 06,5
m
This vivid personl#icatio . . ,
^
v^here tl f '"^.^r " ' -
_ ,
*'
-
Loi' oCboSc Vie in Liic: ^o^iUiiiv '
""-i^ .>
Before his wor" " old.

3^
Or ever the earth was".
(See the n ^. --r. o^ -^-r^. . p,o^,,.^,..v^ °: 22-31).
the Almight
,
'ternity c" ' .avol
In the open' of our book we Gense this eternity of "Tie-
"All Trsdoi^i C'Ofiieth from the Lord,
And '"im for ever*'.
The same ' " ^ :
Mrr,^,,
-senior ial of me shall never- cease''.
The personification of Wisdo^n is jllustr-: " ' er '.vay
wher said she tal.e^ ...^ , ^
invites them to corae and dwell with her:
"With faithful men nhe, and she hath "bee .-.bli£'
from eter-iil'
,
And with their seed shall she continue (1:15)
.
Come unt'^' , e fh^.t ^e^lre me.
And be ye fille" ' ly produce;
For my memorial is sweeter than honey,
Aiid the possersion of me than the V •^c'^-'b ( '^'4 : 19-20) ".
,"ea-Slra let:; Iroub to i^hov/ the supc
vrisdom of Israel over that of the Greeks, so he represents
'Tisdom. s.s bavl"^"* ^ou" .:t ln'"-'^T?^e .9.'^0"n"' the :"!.?'" " "^ns of
the v/orl:
,
but Israel alone was woi't..iy of her, and ">.'.aL a
them, therefore, God bids her abide; our pass^^c :^:7-l2
reads; as f fi5llo:7S :
''V/lth all these (i.e. every peopl " natiou) I sought
a rG.-'tin;--place,
-md (said) : In who£-lnher itance shaT
t
Then the Creator of all t^-^'--
,
T^e that created me fixe" \7ell? n^-pl'^ce (fc
, ,
An-^ 4- 1--' ' ^--3-pla..f^ . Ir^ -aco^,
/Ind in Israel take up thi ' heritance
And T took root amon'^ an honoured people,
In the portion of the l.ord (and) - " ' .^.heri u-'-xx'... - "
,
:^n Proverbs 8:31ff. the thouf^ht of Wisdom dv/ellin^ a:
"^nn is? n.lre'^.'^;^^' taucht, "but Ben-Sira elaborates It. (r.-^
c;-.iirautori£«ic o-^ ' ' ' -lividuality) , an:"". " . ^c:i a J/^.slu
that just quoted treats it V7ith ,^reat poetical beauty.
Dr. Oe'^''" e'-'^le^r in the Tntro'^nc'". i "^n to the B"'Ok of Sirach,
pa^e 308 say£-; "It is. characteristic, not only of the '7i£do;ii
of Ben-Sira, but also of the V/isdom-Literature -renerall , that
the term "Wisdom is 'ever iigc-'' ' "-.he ?er?e of p'-ire ^ino7rle-"0
;
in its esoex'.ce it connoted originally the faculty, of disti.. -
;
ishing between what is good and v;hat is bed, or perh:
a ^ cu"" 1'^ ( n P- o far p^""! e*" t^m^s r^-^iiirjpv'w- ^ p
7/hat l3 advanLar-eous and v;hat is harmful, But in any ca^t,
regarding the nature of TTisdom, it is true to sa^?- tha"
Jewish concept' "t h-^-i -^'^imarily ""eligious C'-^-^-^, ent fro -' t'-:e
beginning; that Is uo say, that it v/as in its ori^;l ' V.
a divine attribute, the possession of which nade nan in
measure l-n -Tr-\'j ~pr!'""
come to thib , that to be able to differentiate between good
and evil, ii:eV the exercise of the moral co:"sclo jsness
,
enabled np--> - -v.,-,--' v, ^, relationship t? " ' --....^
mere external observance, however assiduously carrie.^ out, of
a ceremonial law; this, at any rate, would have been the e..
ff
3f
ueaching that Ben-Sira ixicuica,'.
lead a v/ise life is to live accordi. :
^.leriLS or God, and actinTc accordiri.-3ly , aaiLc .^l-
v/i£dom approximate divine, and worldly, practical
vrisdom, ' . ' . •: -r- -n-'' trn-.-io^'S fornr. , i. " -•^.-ne
kind, only lc;£o s.s divint; T/isdOiu. i.. 1> ..^jol. oasy
to see, one may remark in passin™, t'r.ct ' ' tif.ication bet
''^e'^.'veen the La^*' '^i'^ ^• ^^-,,2^ r ' f e"''r'^ ' ' sec-
tion, was inevitable ''. "
3en-Sira emphasized the ^'eligious " " .
TThen rsr''-- ^ I'-^el" , thp.t
from the -^eity. This truth is further emphas iz,ec. .le dictua,
common to all the "books of the Wisdom-Literature, *
or another, that:
''The fear of the Lord is the beginning of .Visdom (1:1
Though Ben-Slra t? -hou^ht from the ear? '
,
-'erthele? '' ' roughly ' , --..>---
it in sue" :
"The crown of "^Tisdom is the fear of the ' '. ' ] ,
'
"To fear ^ ' ' .of ; . . , . '
According to Ben-Sira wisdom also a.ted,
extremely useful element in its nature ii
knowledge of " . , _ - . ^
element in Wisdom, Since 3en-Sir . only the vaguest Ideas
about a life hereafter, i3 mainl- e ' ."fairs
book to th.is element in the nature of iTisdom. Z '
Wisdom, that:
r
3?
that love her love life (4: 12) ;
"
J TTisdom of _ lifte'/ . *-S head
ii one j.jg)SS6oiies i/isdoni, _ ,.;':-ijira i ' -
'
e llDlted among men:
"rli ^ ' - ^ ' aalea
-^Qf
ViTnat profit is ohere in citiierv
Better is the man that hideth his folly
To those y/ho are desli'OVLS of acquiring ,<i£ , .cii-ijira
^ives the follov/i:. truction:
"If thou des*-- Tisdon,
_
A'.i'l t'-je Lord will give her freely ur.
Althou'^h Wisdom ia s. fr^e ';^ift of G-od, yet there is
of ' : ... i^oi.^, ' " • :
"But I will walk wiL-h him in dis^;:ul2e.
And at f i-'"St---I will tr;^ him r-; . ?mptations.
And I v^ill torment him ' ' chastiseinents
.
(*:17)."
However, if the a<3qu.isi tion 's-^on requires earnest
and sustoi-intd ^L^cv^j^ ^^^-k^::^^
"For at length thou will fine". .^est.
And she will he ti.iTned for " , .
for thee,
An-;"' '"'61" hon^^s for* ro''"iec ' lory.
And h r fetters a cord of blue.
Thou Shalt arrs.;' ti-ee v/ith her {iz -it'-}
-^-y-^ec

" cro-'r thee witb hf^r(a.c rlth) a crown of
Tlie pov/fc --Ki so Iciijuiii.; a.-o ' ^ly pOw^—
it"; that the possess ion.'.ls regarded as hereditary:
"If he trust me, he sh-all "o^z^ezz me,
x-x
" "
"w pos\.erity snal-L liol.: me fe.Lit
(4:15, see also 1:1^: ,
"
The possessor of V/iadom may lose it "bj simiing:
"if he turn away (from me), I will forsake him.
And will deliver ''^^'Ti over to V-:e sp611c--"£ (4:19)."'
The '•Tlsdom of Jesus, the Son of jiiiirach, soiiieuiuies caxicd Lhe
"Church Book," v/as originally written in Hebrew, For. a longtime
the Hebrew original was lost; It has been only between thirty and
forty years since It was discovered, "»Ve get our English version at
second hand, from a translation made into Greek by his grandson, and
dated in the light and thirtieth year of King Ptolemy Euergetes,
thiat is, one hundred and thirty-two years before Christ, His grand-
father's Hebrev/ original, then, comes perhaps from the first quarter
of that century, and ^^ot many years after the writing of Eocle-
siastes. It is said to be the longest scripture book (fifty-one
chapters) YTrltten by one author.
Passages and inspirations have found their way into literature
and music, George Eliot must have been acquainted with the book,
for v/e recall how in Adam Bedels Sunday morning reading "the son
of Sirach's keen-edged words would bring a delighted snllc . ' w
Bunyan's stormy religious nature once received great comfort, without
knowing the source, from the ver?e: "Look at the generations of old
and sf-p; 'lid any ever trust iu '^:.c Lord :uiJ .;as confounded?" Bernard
of Clalrvaux, it is said, caught from Ecclesiasticus a certain
inwardness of meditative spirit and applied it to a Christian theme,

H-(
in the Latin hymn, "Jesu dulclG rnemoria**, translate-:
fa-^ilier hymns, "Jesus, the very thoi; ' '\
"Jc^^, ' \ though" , ,;ith sv;e. .i..-.^ ri^-_
hreast". It is said that the G-erman choral, "?Tun danliet alle
Gott", " '".hanl^ we -^ll onr God; with '-^eart, gnd "
,
5 ; ' " Gompositl' e "four ^s for
liass", set the third sonn- t ' se piercir 5s of I^coles-
iasticus ":
"Oh Death,
HoTT "bitter th^ur
Unto hi... ulj.a^. dw<-;litiLh in ^'^ace,
To him that hath joy in his possessio
,
And llveth fr^^e 'from trouble;
To him vrtiose wavs are rrosT:erous in all thin-s.
To him t'-at still may eat**.
"Oh Death,
How welcome thy call,
To lii,.: M:rt is in want, " 'lose strengtl'. ^ ' ' .
And v/hose life is but a pain.
And cannot look :or relief "• (Eccles las ticus 41:1-2}
Even thourth the book is classed among "the i
A
'
" i
"> 1 H
^-^
'
sor.ie medltatiV'. ;_jreciaf ^uls; i^ "
book.
ri
2. The Wisdom of Solomon.
Samuel Holmes has said, "The Book of Wisdom has iong
enjoyed the reputation of being the most attractive and
1
interesting book in the -Apocrypha". Ke thinks his state-
ment might hold true if the thought and expression of only
the first ten or eleven chapters are considered. The Yrriter
seems to be one of a strongly religious spirit, who has
felt the stress and perplexity of life and suffering, yet
retains his belief in a God of righteousness.
This book falls naturally into three sections: (1)
chapters 1 to 6:8; (2) chapters 6:9 to 11:1; (3) chapters
11:2 to 19. The first section has been called, "the book of
eschatology "; it portrays in vivid contrast the different
dest'nles which await the righteous and the ungodly who
oppress them. One of the religious teachings, the denial that
suffering presupposes sins, reminds one of the Book of Job.
The second section consists of the panegyric on V/isdom
which gives its mame to the book.
The thira section is a midrash in glorification of
the Jev/s. In it we have an historical retrospect of Israel
in Ek^ypt and in the wililderness , broken by a dissertation on
the origin and evils of idolatry in chapters 13-15.
It is fi>nly the first two sections that belong our
discussion:
The authorship of the book is unknown; it is perhaps
the work of more than one writer, and probably dates from
after 50 B.C.
1. Charles, R.H. Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha, p. 513.
c
In the first ten chapters of V/isdom the author conceives
God to be so remote th?t He performs His will by means of
an intermediary whom He sends forth into the world (9:10).
This intermediary is -^sdom, and possesses all the attributes
of Deity - omnipotence (7:27), omniscience (8:8 and 9:11), and
she puts these attributes into action. She administers all
things well (8:1). At the creation Wisdom stood by God and
chose His works; the subsequent administration was committed
to her, since her relationship to God at the creation ensured
to her complete knowledge of His commands (9:9). If God knows
all things, it is because Wisdom takes her reports to Him (l:9-lC>j
When Solomon's wisdom is estimated, it already
seems to have established cults to compare with: it "excelled
the wisdom of the east country, and all the wisdom of Egypt",
according to I Kings 4:30. The guild of sages was a kind of
international institution; one might call it a literary court
or clearing-house, in which all thinkers, of whatever religion
or nation, could meet on common ground. Solomon cont ibuted
his share to the special character of it. Even Ruskin in
his "Unto this Last", Essay III, catches the essentially
commercial spirit of the early V/isdom utterance. "Some cen-
turies", he says, "before the Christian era, a Jew merchant,
largely engaged in business on the ^old '-'oast and reported
to have made one of the largest fortunes of his time (held
also in repute for much practical sagacity) left among his
ledgers some general maxims concerning wealth, which have
been preserved, strangely enough, even to our own days".
Since Solomon was the first ^^ebrew trader and importer, it
was quite natural that some of his sayings should reflect this

business spirit. But its strength, sanity, and character did
not depend upon this source alone. The i-ncyclopaedia Brit-
annica has the following in regard to the Book of V/isdom or
Wisdom of Solomon: it is "the most brilliant productior: of
pre-Christian Hebrew philosophical thought, r markable both
for the elevation of its ideas and for the splendour of its
diction".-^
1. Vol. 28, p. 750.
€C
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IV. Character of Hebrew '»Yisdora Literature.
1, Conclusions drawn from \7isdoin Books,
All of the Hebrew wisdom literature books seem to "oe
imbued with a deep religious nature. In the Old Testament/, Job
has probably the greatest religious depth, as well as the best
literary pov/er. From it we learn about the mystery of suffering, the
most iniversal of all subjects. This is a problem that is common
to all races and creeds, as well as to the rich and poor alike.
The humanness of the book appeals to us, so applicable to everyday
life. How natural for one who is beset with woes to complaini
Nothing more than human nature asserting itself. It is wisdom
literature dramatized.
The Proverbs are quite practical in their suggestions for
conduct and the duties of life,
Ecclesiastes gives very good advice, it is a really deep
book, even almost philosophical. In fact, a philosophical obser-
vation of life is the basis of all wisdom literature.
Sirach is a truly Israelitish production, the largest and
most comprehensive in the wisdom literature. It could not have
maintained itself as Sirach has done if it were a mere imitation.
It is a partial reflection of the life of the times. In it we find
advice for almost every conceivable emergency in life, applicable to
all conditions of people. However, v/e do not find any trace of
really philosophical thought In it. The author emphasizes his deep
regard for the beauties of nature.
The V/lsdom of Solomon was gathered from other times and other
lands beside his ownl It is brought, as we have seen, into contrast
and companison with that of the great sages of his day. It is of
the very nature of proverbial philosophy to belong rather to mankind
c
than to any particular time or people.
"Job is a passionate discussion of the question whether the
divine government of the world is ju^.t; Proverbs and Ben-Sira
ignore this question, and confine themselves to cheery practical
suggestions for the conduct of every -day life; Ecclesiastes treats
life as a logically and ethically insoluble riddle, and advises a
moderate and wise enjoyment of its good things; the V/isdom of
Solomon dwells on eternal wisdom, the arch'tect and inspirer of
the world, as the guide of life, and on the hope of happy immor::,ali
as the consolation amid earthly trials. Proverbs and Ben-Sira thus
form a separate sub© ^roup, devoting themselves to practical morals
in contrast with the speculative element in the other books
"The essential character of Hebrew philosophy is far more
practical than speculative; it is as little inclined to pursue or
to prompt genuine speculation, as it is to identify itself with sec
ular philosophy in general, and with unaided human eeason to inves-
tigate the final cause of things. It is essentially a divine phil-
osophy, planting its feet upon the basis of the divine revelation,
and stay'ng itself upon the eternal principles of the divine law,
and it is this determinate and positive character of its method
of conceiving and teaching, that chiefly, distinguishes it from the
philosophy of other nations and of other ti ies",^
1. Toy, The Book of Proverbs, (infi. Grit. Com.), p. 19
2. Lange, Commentary on Proverbs. Introd. p. 5.
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EGYPTIAN WISDOM LITERATURE
X. Introduction,
Back in the sophomore year of my high so'r-ool day.
I studied ancient history well do I remember that Egypt was
the country with which \7e began o :r study. Later on, '.he
senior year of my college days, when I stu']ied the Histor; ^r^
Art, which included, that year, painting and sculpture, again
it 'vas Egypt with which we began the study of the heTinr'-in^s
of our subject. Because of her f;;reat influL,..(j_ u.. o^i'c;
world Egypt has deservingly been called the "Father 'Of History
and the Mother of Civilization". She is, indeed, an iTiterest ii'
country and has challenged such men, as Professor James
Breasted and Dr. Wallis Budge to make a thorough study of her
histor-.
Recent disc .vor le;.. i.ue to excavations by interested and
untiring research parties have ^iven a freshness and a newness
to Egypt that has never been known before. 7e are no lo-^.^er
thinking in terms of the musty tOiiroij of ilie ..luiuixiies , 1 -
terms of making. the dead past a part of the living present,
**'7hile the proverbial lore of Arabia b'^^ln-^s ns close
the running fountain of Semitic wisdom, the -^:^"ptian sages
had at a far earlier date evolved a gnomic literature, in the
shape of books of noral precept or instruct lor. (seb*oyet),
full of sound sense, and sometimes even high moral e:.cellence.
The earliest of these beoks, the Wisdom of Irahotep, chief
architect of Zoser, founder of the "^hir^ >'n^?.t", V' '-n^'-r. *
us only fv ' ' - ' 'iter 1 ".ter-a,ture; buL jluct^
of the Third and Fifth Dynasties, the Wisdom of £.
(I
H-1
the Wisdom of Ftah-hotep, not only enjoyed wid alari
the'"'^ ^r-r^ "h^-^, ^'^-jr^', ''^^ -----1 n-.r- ^, -.^-iTr
-
-1 1--,
"3;;^ --^
Kingdom. The for'aer is a simple treatise on deportment; tue
latter covers a -^.uch wider ranj-^e, offer" ^ aximL .eauf
^r'
"''^ (as the . or himself r • + )• on . . j . abj^ c
diligence, courtesy, faithfulness to trusts, humility, se^x"-
restrai^^t, purity, loyalty to friends, ' wife '
./,
kindnes.^ '.j dependents. x,.
^
content, and fresher and more artistic in expressior., are t''.5
later -maximF nf Ani (from the Tv/enty-f irst Dynast;/), ur^'
'
not mer. 1^ cc:^ .,1 virtues purity, v
,
speech, -^acious demeanor alike at home, in the
,
and in social fellowship, " :Iness, cons id'? rat io-
poor and — --j';; -arent:., ' " ' '
reli.'^lous ohjigatlons of chaste and lovin'^ worship, >rayer,
praise J ^1 rre
het I, f ounf he Twelfth , v/ritten
Mr der.
" [ 1980 B.C.). ---ed "b^ the re'h^llior " '
in t' ' \ ' — - - \l as
,
'"for ^oi'>'i.' ,f evil"*. Erual' "^^s-
" •
-I, (1906-1S37 B.C.) , . • »
picture ic.e,
c
^0
Misanthrope with his Soul, endii.n(^, in a wiatful
-9 r^o «-,•' • •
, "i'? e a-j/"'" '
of Ipuwer, the ^^Iooli oT which, hov/cver, i^ ' 'svod
by the vision of a righteous ruler, v/ith no evil in h*i ;
tered and 'fevered' herd. . a diffL hey art. «he Ire-
cepts of Duauf
,
urging his son Pepl to diligence in learning:,
as the -^-it 'beautiful* a -'' ^^-.-o.-^vt^,- • v.--o ^ ^--^ -^.--p
remarkable Song of the Harper, which findb the oiily coiisolc.
against the vanity and transcience of life in the frank pur-
su't pleasure".
"Give comfort to thy feeart.
And let th heart forf^et these thin
;
TJhat is be-': - do lo
To follov/ thy heart's desire as long as thou lives t.
Anoint thy head with scented unguents.
Let thii'.c L_. ^.j.rel be ^ " hyssus.
dipped in costly (perfu'^es)
,
In the veritable products (?) of the ^?ods.
"Enjoy thyself more than thou hast eve-^ done before.
And let tiot thy hcarL pine for lack ..oci^ -^.r c
.
c
Pursue thy h^_:-t'?. desire and th' ..'^jlric^i.
Order thy surroundings on earth in such a way,
That the:' '-"^s^'j minister he desl ' eg.rt;
(For) at " - ' lamentati
'Therein he whose heart is still shall not he:
tat ion;
1. hncyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, r^a-^-e 742.
fI
.:ever shall cries of ^rlef Qi:u^c
To "beat 4-again) the heart of a mi. - Is In the grave".
^
All \ liter^ti^r>: of "-.'-e r-'-'r.+.la-^c , even •^/'i^^ v
was not dest-ned for a religiouo jjurpooc, ib, v.iuii ftJ szco.:-
tions, saturated by a religious spirit. Brian Brown sayi
his **Introduct1 nn to the Tisdom of th '^ns**, ' . . of
the virtues which v/e are apt to suppose a aOuDpor^ Chris-
tian culture appear as the ideal of these old E.'5yptian£
T"o r''T~\^,r9, "PvT 1 .-• o "
_
''Vi f-)'
^ r d voic
of Z^syp"!^ declare this''. One IntJ cr it^tion in upper r-f^ypt says:
"He loved his father, honored his mother, he ioved his
brethren, ^ -^^-/-er went ^-temper,
never preferred the great man to the low one", .'other says:
"I was a v/ise man, iiiy soul loved God. I was a brother to the
great '^oo and a -^.'t^, ^, ^ lever ..
mis chief-maker An inscription at 6ais, on a priest who lived
in the sad days of ^ambyses, says: "I honored father, I
esteemed o-,^ - - loved ray '-.---^-'-.v. , ' jraves
the unburied dead. I instructed uittle children. I took care of
orphans as tbeu^h they were mv- ov/n children. For -rreat mis-
fortune: -3 and t"
.
.".
In speaking of the ancient books of Egyptian wisdom -
the "Phat-Hotep" and the "Ke-Gerani", 'Dr. "Battlscombe Gna'^pn
says: ''iTor do the olf Obt 'o-:;"::.: ~: .j .\..^r country -^-proach
these two in antiquity. To draw comparisons between them let
us", in imap;ination, place ourselves at the oerlod p.t which Ftah
Hotep 1
,
that is, about . . ~~50, under^
ing forever) , and take a glance at futurity".
1. Translated from E.A.Walli^ 3M. e , "fhy '^a of the
Ancient 1
->yptians",
.3.
(
"The Babylonians ar^- ^''abtler." '-iercis '. " ' -
talents; but they will leave nothing worthy the name of booii to
far posterity of fifty-four centuries hence. Thirteen centurleL
shall pass before Ha'Timurabl , " • 1 , 'rafts the code
of la?/s that will be found at that time. Only after tv/o
thousand years shall ^.loses write on the orip-i th^nn-s, and
the Veda^, bo arranged in their " , " "
and a half thousand years before the great king of Jerusalem
7/ill set in order -nanj'- proverbs and write books so m -sem-
blin-, in form and style, that of Ptah-hotep; before ^ ^-^^
and summit of European literature v/ill write his v/orld epics.
For the space of yea^s between Solomon and ourselves, great
though it seem, is not so great as that between Solomon and
Ptah-^^otep".-'-
Brown sa:/s: "The Instructions of Ptah-hotep and !?^'-
gemni possess, apart from the curious Kature of their c ..te.--o,
a feature of the greatest interest, and an adequate claim on
the notice of all oersons interested in literature and its
history",'" There is no reason why the datings and ascrip-
tions in them should not be accepted as trustworuhy. They
were composed a"&out four thousand 3'-ears before Ghri?t, and
tliree thousand five hundred and fifty ^ears before ^iirist,
respectively.
Brown on to say: **Noth'.n-:' '^_e:^in*d".e i~ ''.no-.Tn oo'"cer-
ning these two, nobles beyond what is said of txieui in iheir
works. A fine tomb if a cer'-iin Ke'-gemni exists at Memphis;
1, Brown, "The Tisdom of the Egyptians", Introd.P XIII.
2. Ibi^. C^nr-nter ITI., pa^- .
Tc
I
J3
Hie titles, far as can be a. ccrtained, ai'^:
Court; Governor of the Land unto Its Limit, South and llortn;
Director of every Cormanci. He hac eometi-ne^g "been sun-nosed to be
identical with our Ke'^eranl: but I a'.i a^^LUx-od b" tho^e ..lOLt
competent to judge that this tomb cannot be earlier than the fift:-
dynasty, - a "•00'=' three hundred and fifty 7 ars from t^- d^.te
assigned to the moralists, - so that the theor^ '---^^j ^i-<^
person may be d'smissed as highly improbable. No other person of
the name is I'Tnovrn.
"The position is r:ch the same one v/ith Ftah-'.iotep . Ihero are
near I'emphis the tombs of several mobles of this name, of v7hom two
lived in the reirrn of Tsosi; and in f-^. ic care, a-n, in, it has been
assumed that one of these two must be the v;riter of the Instruction.
But *n neither Instance do the titles coincide with or include those
assi,^ned to hV'^. Th-'^' ^i-'-es't t'tle 77'''"^?h "^-f-grs. Eldest Son of
King, does not anywhere appear in these tonbs. It is true that one
of these contemporaries was hereditary chief; but we know that
Ptah-hotep v/as a comm'^--" -ame at : ^ 'b, and in the '-^ .
more certain proof it v/ill b' uell to abstain from the idex'.^if Ica-
tion of like names upon insufficient grounds '^."^
Types of Egyptian Wisdom Literature.
1. The Precepts of Ptah-hotep.
The Instructions of "^t-h-hotep claim our attention
first, not so much because of the curfljous nature of their contents,
but because of the antiquity of their composition. Accordin" to
the datinge ^ .script ions in them they we^"-^ - " or
Brown, "The 75 sf:
,
'-
'"-yptians", page 95.
(i
would "be the oldest bool: in the v/orid, the earliest extai^ sjeci- •
men of literary art. For centuries before Ptah-hotep of I^emphis
suTi^Tiarized, for the benefit of fut— -f; ^ ' , t'"e lead"..^
principles o:" morality current in his cay, hooks 01 ,aany kinds
had been v/ritten, but they have ;erished. Ptah-hotep lived about
B.C. 2550, during the •^""-^'^ of King Isosi.
The Instruction of Ptah-hotep (The d^od Ptah is Satisfied)*
The Instruction of the Governor of his City, the Vizier,
Ptah-hotep, ;.he "Re" King of Upper and Lov/cr E.^ypt, l-'^.l,
living forever, to the Cnd of Time.
A. The Governor of his City, the Vizier, Ptah-hotep; he said:
"0 Prince :ny Lord, the end of life is at hand; old descendbth -
upon me
-; feebleness coraeth, and childishness is renev/ed. He -
that is old - lieth down in misery every da3r. The eyes are small;
the ears ar^ deaf. Energy is diminished, the h'„-art hath a:^ rest.
The mouth is silent, an he speaketh no word; the heart stoppeth,
and he remembereth not yesterday. The bones are painful through-
out the body; good turneth into svil. All taste departet.i. '^he^ =
things doeth old age for mankind, being evil in ail things. The
nose is stopped, and he breatheth not for weakness (?) , 'vliether
standing or §ittin;j-.
"Comm-^nd thy servant, therefore, to make over my princely
author itjr - to my son -
. Let me speak unto hi -^f them
"that hearken to the counsel of the men of old time; ti^ose z.'
once hearkened unto the gods. I ;:ray thee^^- let t" '
,
t^a* sin may be banished from amon" riersons of understanding, t-'.at
'l. jj ..lay enlighten the lands".
Said the Majesty of this ^od: "Instruct him,
^
thC^n,
'
* Copie-:'' from: Brown, ''The TTisdom of the "^^'nt ians pa ^f.

t,he words of old tine; may he be a v/Oiiier anto t
princes, that they anter a :^rken v/ith h'
. Here "begin the proverbs of fair cp-:
Hereditary Chief, the Holy Father, Belov
x" ua,j.i-hot ep , Vr'iife. "ructin" iOTur.
e^- ctness in fair speal; " ; the R;lory of him
1 . 3e not pro
the i-THorant man, as with the saste, For no liral"'
^
. ^ ^ x->-
vantages, ^air speecH;
"by slave-"^aT ^"!en^ ~he pebbles.
say not thine equal, be not
loT/ljr, Let -^lone; then shall he
him that is before thee; ' is sh-amefi
If thou hp ' ' thpt v,'hich " ' thine
as jiiCj^; iices*
6, Cause not fear arp.ong men; for - ' -
likev7ise. "^or there ie a th^t sal'^
"Power - is therein**; a ' h, "I ceiz.: T:
I perceive", '^'h '. g_ , .li he: *? s-^-'t
anooii'-r '.ainetii by giving unto hi
hath the. Gh men ha-
God hath cominanded, even tnat
f
fore, in "f kindll-ess, an^. ^.^en shall
^ifts of themselves.
12. If thou V70uldt;'t ' v;i^e
of the God. If he raal:e straight his cours.e aft^
, ,
if he arrange th^ne 3.ffai"'''s in due or-^'er, do unto hi" 3.11 t
^ood, for Miy so^i it; lie, uo^otueii '. ' -'axider
not thine heart from him, or thine own he- ' ourse -
thee - . If be be heedless and tt^oF^ass th-' rules cn-n.^v.c^.
,
and is violent; if every speech thsit co;neth fro;, ui^;- :.aoii 06
a vile v/ord; then heat thou hin:, that his talk may be fitting.
j^gg-Q - rri fr>o^n f'lO'^e t,''"^t ll^ht of f"'?^'''' v/''"'^ c'' "
for it is they tliat ;uake hin; rebellious. And tucy that art Raided
go not astrp.y, but they that lose their bearlr-^s cannot I'
straight course.
16. If thou be a leader, cause that the rules that thou hast
enjoined be carried out; and do all things as one that remembereth
the days co'Li.in-- after, when speech availeth r-t. 3e not
of favours; it Iheadeth to servility ](?), producing slacx-cnc^i.
17. If thou be a leader, be gracious v/hen thou hearlienest
unto the speech of a sn;;--i, * . Let h'-n ' :*tate to dellv^""
himself of that which he hath that to tell thee; but be desirous
of removing his injury. Let him speak freely, that thejthing for
which he Inat'- c-^^e to 'v - .ay be If he '-es
?
his heart, it is said, *'ls it " jud^e - doetii the
wrong that no entreaties are raade to him concer '..o
v;Vo-i happenet'1?" Put a v:ell tau"ht heart ^es "
,
.
20. 3e not covetous as touching shares, in seizing that which
is not thine ov/n property. Be not covetous toward thy ne'-Thbors;
for v:lVr< n. ' --nnn praise availeth ^'-^nr; -I-'-'-. -
5
if
is covetous coneth empty from among his neighLiors , "bein'r voi-^
the persuasion of speech. One hath remorse for even a little co\'. -
ousness when his belly cooleth.
23. -epeat not extravagant speech, neither listen thereto;
for it is the utterance of a body heated, by wr^.tb. -^hen such speech
is re .eated to thee, hearken not thereto,
Speak not regarding it, that he that is before thee may know
wisdom. If thou be commanded to do a theft, b:»-"in'-r it to pass that
the CO -smand be taken off thee, for it is a o '. r.^ hateful according
to la?/. That which destroyeth a vision is the veil over it.
34. Let thy face be bri??ht what time thou Ijvest. That which
goeth into the storeho..i.e r,:L'.i.t come out therefro ; ui^--.-"- 1^
to be sl'iared. He that is grasping in entertainment shall hiniself
have an empty belly; he that causeth strife come'/ " self to
sorrow. Take not such an Oi.,c for thy companion. IL " . 3
kindly' acts that are remembered of him in the years after his life.
'Literally, after his stick or sce"tre.
e. If thou obey t'-^ere ^.'-'^ns-s that I ' ' 'rto t-'G'-:,
all thy demeanour shall be of the beat; for verily, the quaxlty of
truth is among their excellences. Set the m.emory of them in the
TT!^'''th" o"^ """hc; "Deo"Dl£; fo"^ tv.r'T' •^T'ov^'^bp'. 3.^0. ~'^o'
.
word that hath here been set clown cease oat of the land forever; ijut
chall be made a pattern v/hereby princes 'sh^ll speak well. They -
my vTO^cic - shall instruct a nar h-)vr he shall speak, -'""-'^ he h?,t'^_
heard them; yea, he shall become as one skillful in obey
excellent in speaking, after he hath heard them. Good ne shall
befall hi'n^ for hp r'^all be of th--^ highest rank, '-r r'
gracious to the end of his life; he shall be contentc;d always.
His knowledge shall be his guide (?) into a place of security,
<t
wherein he shall prosper v;Mle on earth. The Bcholar shall oe
co-^.tent in hie Vnowlecl^e. As to the prince. In his turn, forsoc . ,
his heart chall be hr --vie '^ad.e straight. Ar.d -
these proverbs - his lips shall speak, his eyes shall see, and
his ears shall hear, that which is profitable for his son, so th^t
he deal Justly, vo!"'' of '^_^'Ce'!t.
38. A splendid thing is the obedience of an obedient son;
he cometh in and listeneth obediently. Excellent in hearing,
excellent in speaking, is every man that obeyeth, v;!"" ' ' oble,
and the obedience of an obeyer is a noble thing. Obedience is bette
than all things that are; it maketh good-v/ill.
How goo'^^ ^ •' ' '• ' " son should take that f-^' '
by v/hich he hath reached old age - obedience.
That which is desired by the G-od is obedience; 'disobedience
is abhorred of the God.
Verily, it is the heart that -^laketh its aaster to obey or
to disobey; for the' s^fe an'^^ sound life of a man are his heart.
It is the o'oolleat r.ian that obeyeth what is said; he u-i-l.
loveth to obey, the same shall carry out coiraands.
He that obej'-eth becometh one obeyed.
It is good indeed when a son obeyeti: l.lb rather; " ' e -
his father - that hath spoken hath great joy of it. Such &
shall be mild s.e- a 'iiarter, anc he thpt hearef-- hi-^ s^^all '^bey
him that hath a^okun. .'.'o shall be co-uely in u h'-..-:.'r?,w
his father. His memory shall be in the mouths of he 11- iiig, those
upon earth, as lonT as thej e^rist.
(The grea'ucr part of tV.lL- section iz a play upOn t.-^
Sodem, which in its meaninrr includes our hear - listen - c-
This tiresome torture of v/ords is frenuent in E'^'^'tipn. ?r^ec1nl"^"
in old relir^ious texts.)
c
40. "--^1, devolc!. of obe-ne' .
Knowledge he refrardeth as ignorance, prof itabl
ful t'-injs. He doeth all kinds of errors, so that he is rebu^cred
V—^--^--r^ r.\r
,^
. in death there v/lth; it 1^ hi^ Tjod.
At chatterin-- speech he riiarvelleth, as at the wisdom of princes,
living in death every day. He is shu/^ne^ because of hi? rr/ £ fortunes
,
by reason -•'^ ^v.^ ':iltiva,Tc - f^--^-^ •
every day.
D. If now thou attain thy position, the bo-" 11 flouric;h,
t'-- King shall be conV " in all that thou do^. u, a..:, .u^u ^.i.a-t
gather years of life not fewer than I have passed upon earth. I
have gathered even five^pcoi^p gnd ten :'r.ars of 11 ^e, for the Ki.--
hath bestowed i':. --^ ' ^ v-
this because I wrought truth and justice for the King unto mine
old age.
It Is Finis he 1
From Its Beginning To Its Enc"'
.
Even As Found In liTriting.
2. The Instruction of Ke*G-emni (Ke'Ge^ni - T Have F.^- ^oul) .-«•
1. The cautioub man flourisheth, the exact cue is praised; the
innermost chamber openeth unto the man of silence. 7ide (coraf ortablej
is the seat of ' ^ rv: -entle of speech; but kni^--^'
a.^ainst one that force th a path, V- ' o advaiice not, ^ave ' " c-
seas on.
5. Be not '-lar'-' ' ecause • '--t i th" -i '-?--'-
young sol^lic:-
.
-, •
.riffc, for ;veta i.c
* 3ro":n, "/ 'iL.do;n of the Egyptians*', p. 11?.

things that, t.'-- Co-i ••ill ''o •'c-:- '
3, Tlie Instruction of ^uauf
.
This Instruct i' : r-^.
-
e-
-.i
-
-
the late New Kingdom, ano it is, mort;^ .-rved Oiily
schoolboys' exercises of the nineteenth I>/nasty (about 1300 B.C.)
- completely in tv/o papyri, an^ . , . ^ ^
The v;ay in \vhich the boys have mangled the text baff. .1-
criptlon. There are not many passa"-es in it v/lth re^RVd. to v/hich
one does not despa' * i-ly ask what can have .-.-e.^ vi.l^.c.'. -
originally; for what the boys have v/ritten are only too often
mean^ no-less words - they s^inpl-r i^l'^ not underst^.r.'?- wha"^
I"ad tj cop^ out( The fore , I'^i'^ ii^co-uplooCiit-o -•r "di-
lation by Adolf Srman.^
It is not sur'^r^-^ gin'^ that this work ' -voiirite
school textbook, for ' .;r'tten to e.
sch 'ol education, exactly as are the fictitious letters to ar i
fron a chool^astors 3.n the Nev/ Kino-do i. it cm ?een frc
personal nanies contained In th:' . btructlori, u.^i. •
dated to the time between the 01:" ' " ~le Kin^dons.
Instri'ct i^:~, wh'ch a .... -•'n , A?,-''.ed ?-v'=.nf , the s
Khety, CGraposed for his son, named lepi, './kfcii he voya^^e
"
to the Residence, in order to rut hira ir t
He said unto ' ' : I have t^een hiiii " ;
is beaten: ',hine he , - 1-i
rC
call-in
'-5 1,?!
}
^d, lit
-ask at the moiitVi " '^u^'^'nace. " .r^- 1
Every artisan that wieldet: chisel (7/,
Y/earier than he that d.elveth; his fie'' ' '
v^QC '.
'
'
'
•
,
-
^
*
'
-
beyond v/hat his arras can do; '
Tb'^ bar-per shaveth la' '
as a ' 'Its work.
The g5- igeth Ic: '
,
', nom tj o""pt
leather.
w.
Q 3.'V '.: i i , u<d b ..1 1 u li ; . ('0
success (?).
Let tell -^w^"-
• jeth more .01" ca-.-
friend of -2 -n^
scri"be;
oucnsa:
f icials
4;
TI:' " ok al
the
"ip>, an J., wit.
ception, 'he;.

Iiistruct:' ; • . lajes^,
) ' ' 3 >
) - .-L ,
He appeared '
,
-
. } >
ruler over " ' that
of (vfhat is loo" ^ " ; .
'
.-, —
'-
. a friend," and iHc-/ '
,
-
that prof itetVi noth^ -
.
i i. ^^ - . . . J
in ' ^ " ivers ' " .
poor ' ~ - orphan,
reach ' " , . . . . . , ^
The Instruction of .i-neneahe ' et (xhe G-od li-uoa if Fl-'-st)
3. ^er' liest dovrn have a care fr j
I gave to f " , .d cause
made hi.n t;iat had no \tta:'
,
Brown, "The TTisdori^
r4
heart begar
v/ere br^.rirll shf^ , nnr^ as if o ' -^uired (?) cone ,
I ' • '
I roused ine, to fi -ht alone (v), ~ '.rked that ' -.s ar
hand-tn-hancl affra''' of the hOGy-n-ua'^'^ . 'T 'uickly
But ther " ' , and one . . ',
alone, and succe '// cone witho ee th
I trod £ , ' narched into the Delta; I Ltoj-"
upon the upon the "boiincaries o " -e^el^. ' '
cult. I carri'- " ^ .:adar Is^-- oT ^^^.'-.c-'
and by my prowess.
I was one that produce^l barley and 1' - ">'5;
the iCile ;-reeted n - - ..... ' ' ' ' ' " '
none thirsted in them. Men dwelt (in peace] :at whi'
T wrought and talke'^ of me (?); all tl.. corarr.anded v/as as
i o shoula ''ze,
I taraed (?) lions and ca: 1 crocodiles. I ....
a " " ' adorne^f ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' are
lazuli..., its floor 11
,
per,
anr: the hol^- o^ "--ft-iiic, ' " , '
eternitv ' "'d of theia.

Blar^kman says the.t the sch'^ol'";-,
are ' ' ' ' '
.
garbled the conclusioj
tei scra'os: ''Ther ' ch talk In t>e trf^^eti^ . I kr.'^?:: 'iTea'
n 3e>o t^-* . feet go. Thou ^ own
eyen '^aze imon (t'^f^e) . The chilclrcn ''^av- of ha
"betj xC^G 'lI'xc p60j_jli^ /.''-C'/j. d.ll'iy glVS t/.icc; y^' 3. 'X. ij k: ,
"Behold, I have wrc it the beginning, and thou (?)
co-^mandest at the end the w'^.i te cr-^'V/n -.-^ W ' Ivine re
"There is exultation in the ooa'.
set up and thy tomb is made splendid".
. The Instruct ion for Kin,--^ Llerikore".
"
Although this wo:^k is only known to us from an eighteenth
Dyti^ ? t''" f oi"'"' J ^ "1 ot p~ ^ t^ '^^ r to a °i '1 '"n c. "^1 * c '^
date. As to 'jlerii^e.i o", '.ve only kuov; ' ' in tho confu.. •
period between the Old and !Iiddl " \ " ' half
of the th^rc" "''ill, 6";" ' "~ . ' . — n""":'^ 'tp, r '^'^r ' -
akleopolis. The kings of the Lleventh -iJynabt, " e^et
contemporaneously with these monarchs, and, as
they fought v/ith one ai^other for ':.he posst ' " Ity of
Thtnis. The name of the father of Merikere", who here presents
his son v/it'- life' t^r^- • <r,--oe , '
It is worth noting that we meet with
in this composition that are practically non-existe:
Erman, " " ~ Literature of the Anc:' ans", p. Tl^ff
6IB
other works of the same class.
It can be seen that ."ather who addreoaei- a^o ' " ~"
'
self a king. Further on, also, lon^ lacunae make interpre'.ati "-^r.
"^^"•.cult.
(The Valu'^ "-pp^y'r— '^e^l and of ].
Be a crafts nan in speech, so that Ihou luayest prevail,
for the power of (a man) is the tongue, and speech is mightier
+ — • "'"•-M.n^ t'-,-^ cleve , -..-^^ -f.
not, if he is learned and no (harm) happeneth .. he i^a
.
Truth -'ometb to him fully kneaded, after the manner of th .t
which the f Q-v-f^r ^ '^^.nc -y-^^im.
Copy th^ fathers, thera that have gone before thee .
Behold, -their words endure in writins. Open the book and re ~,
and copy the knov/led-'e, at ' -04- become
a y/is e man ( ?) .
(Be Benevolent, but 3nce) .
Be not evil, it " ood to be kindly, Caus monument to
endure through ' 1 of thee. T^en '^en thank iod on thi
accou t, - "'''ai:-^; ^ ; . " " -..t;alth.
Honour the great and prosper tiiy people ; is it
to work for the future. But keep -^hine eyes open, that is
' a-tt: '11 become one .ti.o 1- 'j-fflicted .
(How the Kin- Himself Shoul-'i Behave) .
weeper, oppress no widow, expel no man from the possess!.
his fat'ier, and injure not the magistrates 1 . ot of their

posts. Take iieed lect, _a pa.;' ^^^^ ,
that doth not profit thee; punish wl -3 and iinpriL
ment ('?). T^'^e^^e^z^ t>i shall t>iis l^n^ he well ests.hllshe'^ (''n'^ee'^ .
God l.;iO\/!wo.. L.h^ fro^.ard, ^'^i. '^ai L-o ' ' . . -
Stay not a man whose good qualities tho jest, with
thou didst once chant the writings.
''Read in the 3ipu-hook (?): : - •7:... ^->d?)
goeth boldly for\7ard in inaccessible places. The soul corneth
to the place that It knoweth; it stra-^-eth not from its
of yesterday. Co kocpeth it av/a,j , out ' o.-^eth "
that give it water'.*
(Be Just, Eneri^etic, and Pious).
"'^''alt not the con of one of hi^h ^^<~i^ee ^orc than hi:i
th'it ib of lowly bir':h, but take to tLyaelf a man because
of his actions. Practise every craft, protect thy boundary
aii"^. co'Tnian*^ th"^,^ f O'^trPE'p'rp (?) , th^^t t:'"'^ troo''^'.'' be of
service to their master, iiake.... monuments for the god; they
cause the name of their builder to live again. A man shoul . do
th^t w'lfi'.ch nro'^'teth hie soul; in th'~'t he '^T'^'^or "?"^. '* '^h? 'onth?,
service of ;^rieijt, putteth on white sandals, ireqaeiiteth t^.c
temple, uncovereth the mysteries, entereth the sanctuary, and
eateth hr-pgri the tcn^'^l.e.
The end: Conduct thy statutes to a distant land
,
speaks also of the enemy and ^^yp", and then probably lead
to what follows.
The second part of the treatise, which begins here, r^-f-.^rs
to various political affairs and to the father's deeds, ar
With them. This kin-^'s dominion, as we aliio know frora oti'.er
A
sources, did not comprise the whole of Agypt, an:" '
Southern Land as well.
latter par .:;-.At* .ore
topics: l^everence God, and say not: He : a wc
Let not t'r??ne ai^^f! ne li'^p . "Fu"?^t^_er j ^^d t'^
through desire that what he h'rnself ha" ' itaine'I
by another that cometh after him, -^here is none that hath no
eneiny "
,
At the end comes a general exhortation, of which "but littl _
is int ell"i -ible :
..Jj.jQ,iiXj tnOu rOClCi i'llC; \V_th0Ut haviTi-^ cXU o-OCuofcl'', tJj^'-^j
not one that standeth nigh unto thee, after thou hast praised
him, and G-od knoweth him . Cause thyself to he helftve-i', hy
all the world . lehold, behold, I iiave ^polxen unt:-
the best of mine inmost thoughts; thou wilt act according to
what '^.ath been established before thee (?)."
6. The Instruction of Sehetepibro'.
Thi" po,.:-i to Kinn; Amene-^hSt TIT (1^''':-1^97 B.C.)
incl "ded iii the wisdom literature, because it;j author cl
to have composed it for ihe instruction of his children. He
was a, h:; -h 0"^*^.c1 =il in the treasury', an*"" must ^Ir. o have beer
brougho into personal contact \7ith the l-;!.-:;, Tor of
himself as **one whom his lord exalted in front of mill '
,
a r<^r.l comf ^ -^ant o^" " •' lord, to whom hid"*?" .-re
spolven". He, la'-rGO-;
,
""roclaims thia cxObe co...:ect, '
lO'-'d by placir - ^edent - :.e fo"
on hie t-)m.bstone,
, : "h be rcb-^Tn.rt * r-^' 1" ^
"Instruction".

"Instruction which he coinposed for his children,
I tell of a :^reat ^^.atter an'^ cai" .r (it)
.
I impart to you a '' " - ' '
, ..^xiu for ri;:..
livinr, (?) and for the speading of a li ' in bliss.
Revere Fin^ Me-^aatT'~, who ever liveth, in -rour bo'^ies, an-^
consorL. wloii ^li. .jf", je^ty ' .arts.
He is Understanding, X7hich is in the hearts, and his eyes
search out ever'^'-boi'^y , He " "5, by vrhoze r'^'"' • see.
He .illumineth tlic- Two Lands uiore than the sun. He ina' the
Tv7o Lands more v^Srdant than doth ^Tile. He hath filled the
Tt70 Lands vrith ntreni^tb j^i^'-^ lid' .
He that is a friend of the kin-, -
~
LI '^ p ~ *
'
and hib cor^
Do this, t
ohrown ir ;a uer
.
11 be a
oe 01
'
Tea, 'itable
The •Tis'-lom of \nli,'^
and resemble:
a father '
'a it.
^ J 1 /if or tun:
be able
^ Br
Ancient Ef^ji
p. 234'

fra
1 4 r* 4* /-j
for
v/rio
. erlod. sBpi
:l>.c1i of io lili
,
jreover.
.':ubject
ok c "•'ritained
,
-lis was actually the C3.sc erlin
P 1 1") c o (T. c~, a r q
llii.ev/ise lived in the r\;enty-secoxid Dj/iiabty, coi.r.'r-i.
board, upon v/hich are v/ritten what
a renaeriri iliar to hi.ii.Ln the lan^ua.^e Lh,:
6 ng of the exhortator-"^ ins t-'^uction (the commencement
the scribe ....li co-; ^ ' - (
'
i^O : - -^1 "
.
"Tlth this last name \ ' ':ht possib' a Bimiiarly
named ':i:n-^ ' " le end of the 'om, ani supi:'0£':
a...., ^ 'ished ' • ' . ' ,
though he gave him and his s6n names belonging to the x^ew
Kingdom.
(Follov; '/ "Vords ) .
(I tell thee) that which ' xcellent, at which tl-?.i
Shalt obeerve (?) ine h«a'^t. Do it, and fo thou vr-* It be
3:ood, ' -11 evil ' ^ ' , .. ^^^1'
thee: a good character, and' not: he ic ruined, he is ic'.' . .
Accep'. v.'ords , and ao nill all evil be far from ti:ee".
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(3e Prudent, in Speech (?))
Unintelligible.
(.je Jijcreet on Vieils) .
t, the (house?) of another, . Gaze not O:.
'-^.t •••^^c^^. -i-^n- • (^-is?)
-^-p; may see
it, but thou keepest silent,. Speak not of IL to another outside,
that it may not become fo" - a great crime worthy of death,
when it is heard (?).
(3e l^eserved in thy Conduct)
.
may not stink
. Speak not much, be Eile , thou
-lay est be happy. Be not a cto^sip.
(The True . 1:; Ly)
.
The dwelling of God abhorreth clamour. Pray with a loving
heart, all the words whereof are hidden. Then he v.'ill -'o vz/.at
thou .^cu-^est; he vvill hear what thou sayesL aBid accept thine
offering.
(Piet^- ToYjards Parents).
Offer ./j.oer to thy father anc '' :aother,, who r in the
desert-valley
. Omit not to dO' ' , hat thy son may c.o the
like for thee. '
(3e "
'
a -runkard)
.
Take hot upon thyself (?) to drink a jug of beer. Thou
speakest and unintelli'-lble uttn^-a-,-e ^ -"wqV- f--
If thou falleth down ana thy li^^ut, bi'eai^, "c is none
out a hand to thee. Thy companions in drink stand up and say:
"Away with this sol If tnere {V-q-) Cometh o £etrk
0
9^1
thee in or-e:" t.'^ ^uestio-i t'-f^e, thou a'-^e four-' lyir.
ground, and thou art like a little crxild.
(Lead an Honest Life)
.
Go ^^.ot -r-'-th ^-^^n thirr^- ho-i'^-- to one tlriat thou '^nov/et''
not (?) let every place tl'^t thou favourest he ^i'xO,.n.
After a s ' c^. ' -•n o ^ -^ce^" ' ^ - - Mindful o-^ T'eath,
a fresh section o some length begins, in which, firstly,
caution in social intercourse is enjoined - mc : it franily
unintelligihle
.
**Behold, I tell thee yet other excellent things, which thou
Shalt heed (?) in thine heart, Do them, and thou wilt he happy,
and all evil will he far from thee "
(Caution in Social Intercourse)
,
"Keep thj'-self far fro-n an hostile man, and take hi'^ not to
thee a companion. Make to thyself ' ^riend (rat-.r.i', of
one that is upright, and righteous, when thou seest what he hath
done (?)
"Makf " a friend of the sla--' ' another, whcc ..ame stin-
keth . ~ le pursueth him ' -:^der to seize him, and to
take away him that is \r\ his house, thou art wretched and sayest
'';7hat am I to do?'
(Possessions I^o not Make for iness) .
A rna.n constructeth a house for blmself . _ ' ound
(?) is laid ' '- , thou ha. :^ :n (?) :^
of herbs in front of thine arable land; thou hast planted
sycamores inside and thou filler t tbin? band v/ith :• 11
floT/ers that thine -:-^,-e perceiveth. (-aL.) -..ir/. oiiein all one i£
vrretched *\
«
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"Put not
'/.V ' ' ^^^^ possess I' "- ^ •nother; gu'
'
thyself from doing Vre.t (?). ?ely not on the things of another
. «!riy not: '"^he "^•^t-'-r of ^^t'-er hath an hou-'
7or v/hen • ' ^'vibl.^i'. •.. 1th thy "brethren, t^-
(is only) a storehouse. If thy god grants that a child he
horn to thee '*
7.espectf ul) .
'
"'Sit not V7hen another standeth, one that is older than
-^,'-'^11 J
'^v" t.'''^pt ''"^.f'^ occL''^'* ~ " " . ilf in his callirj" ^on'^er
than thou "
The subject with which the passages immediately follov/inf:
(UseTulneLS of linoViTleG. -e) .
"Tvfen d"' all that thou sayest, if thou aet skilled 'n the
writings. "^p"nt,p t'''^.''S^-l'^ to f"'^ wri ti:. , ' ' ' '^h^nr'
heart, and then all that thou Sc^ ' " ..cellent, xo v.-.^au^o-
ever office the scribe is appointed, he consulteth the writings.
T'rere is no r---':_-'--^.'^--^,-''e'"t of "*'-hc '^.-•"cr'F.vv", "'o
heir for the superintendent of the fortress, the or:, ices,
which have no children.... .
(Be Gaut ' ' t .
Speak not out thine heart ''^.o... -^.ari . A wrong
v/ord that hath come forth from thy mout. , " (he?) repeateth
it, " o;-^-f ^nemie:: • "'^l'^- "'
'
because of his tongue . A man's belly is broader than a
granary, anc' is full of all manner of answers, ^hoose thou
out t ^ -^/-c-'^ \ / "--^
-"emal . h:ipri£o-^"
in thy belly.
Of a truth thou v/ill ever be v/ith me and answer hi:u

7^
that injureth me with falsehoc , ' " of Go
"
the ri-hteous. Hie fate cc^eth to carry him off,
(Relations V/ith G-od) .
riake offer ins to thy god eep thyself from tr^
S7;agrering s=^^'^> v/hen he goeth forth in procession; pre^^ not
forward to carry hiT:. Let thine eye Tiark hov/ he is wroth,
and have respect fo- '^•t -pne. T'- • (?)
to millions of forios, and (only) he lb , whoiii he
maketh great. The god of this land is the -sun which is in the
h'^^rison, (but) . -r- o-.-..- . r-- -» < c-'^^e be
offered daily.
(On w'ealth and its Instability).
Eat r-'- b-'ea'", if another 1^: '^^X^^'^-'' , ^. 011 -^''L'
not stretch out the hand to him with bread. . One is rich
and another is poor . '-e t^at was ri- ' ast years, is
th^ . - -.^-^^ - ,
The course '.he v/ater of last year, it '
place. Grc ' as have become dry placec, : d banks ha*,
abysses. - - - -
(On Pay i ""5 its) .
Go not freely to a : in (his'
,
when thou ar^ '-1-^ . ' -^ h^u.-i
thee" with his mouth, - - - then after an unintelligible
passage) :gi-'e hi-n to God and ^-iv- him dail- '='-?.in to 3od.
: ome
;nter in (onlv)
he besmircheth (?) Y at hr i (?) thee
(A
!y for beatin'^ _ _ ^ „ e blr
the Co-it-^t bpfore the ina.'^ls trate? aft':"-r the tende^i^"* of evid-
ence, iv.eep thee far fro;: liOLtllo j.„eo^-::. - - _ - .
(Treat Thy '"if e T7ell') .
Act not the official ovi^r t^^y r;1fe her ho^^;--, i/" t^ou
l.noueEu that che is excelle:.:.t , Say nc"':. unto her;
'
it? Brjn-'^ It us", if (?) she hath ' (it) in the ri-
Let ' ohsci^vr 3,'^,r\ "he silent, (?) thoti rn^'r'^'- +
nnow her good deeds, (She is) happy when thine hand ifc \<lth ..e
- - - Thereby the man ceaseth to stir up strife in hi&
("^-.haviour Touards l^uperiors) .
Ans"7er not a supreior ^vho is enraprec' ^ his jibtj ,
and i'aaLe calra hib i^eart. Contentious antwerb carry " , and
thy Ltrf 3ollapset''
. -e djrecteth itself (.
about anri praiseth thee quickly, after his terri..!
If thy r " oothinr' for the ^t, tV
".7hat he doeth,
(Stand Well Wn.h tl- Mce)
not become enra ec! v/itl"
arc
....
•^•J • - _ _
(-V:- • -.ell^ • •
-oil;

?ip
8. The "Teaching of Amen-em-ope
This work will not be described here since it is briefly
mentioned in part III of this chapter and discussed at length in
Chapter V.
III. Character of Egyptian Wisdom Literature.
1. Conclusions drawn from Wisdom Literature.
The character of the Egyptian V<isdom Literature is ap-
parently Of the same tenor as that of the f{ebrews . Most all of the
productions emphasize the leading principles of morality current at
the particular time of writing. These principles are full of sound
sense and could be followed to-day vnth profit to the observer.
The beauty of this literature is that it is so practical.
The wisdom literature is saturated, so to speak, with a rel-
igious spirit. Tris is iii.anifest in the reverence for their gods,
the love of all living things, and a genu'ne appreciation of the
beauties of nature, which a native Egyptian qualities of mind. They
also, as is shown by their writings, ur^e reverence for rulers and
superiors
.
The 'iTisdom of Ptah-hotep stresses maxims concerning courtesey,
diligence, faithfulness to trusts, humility, self-restraint,
purity, loyalty to frin/©ds, love of v;ife and family, and kindness to
(dependents
.
,
J"
The Instruction of Ke 'Gerami is a simple treatice on deportment
The Instruction of Dut^uf differs some from the other types
of wisdom literature in that it extols schools and a school educatintv.
In his advice to his son the father insists that his son obtain
knowledge, or be diligent in learning, for it is much more digni-

fied, a pleasant er, and an easier lij^e than any of the traies
or occupations; it is "the most beautiful and honorable of
callings
The Instruction of King Amenemhet is different from the
other writings in that it is of a cynical nature. The father
warns his son not to put an confidence in those about him.
This advice is due to what the father had suffered. His sub-
jects had rebelled, he had reaped ingratitude, and even an
attempt had been made upo-; his life. We might say that this
writing is so pessimistic as to be depressing.
The Instructi n of King Merikere, as is characteristic of
the previous writincrs, is full of good sound advice. The
value of wisdom is again stressed, also the value of speaking
v/ell, which reminds one of a maxim of our own day, "The tongue
(or pen) is mishtier than the sword". Benevolence, prudence,
justice, kindness, industry, reverence for God, and piety are
all recommended.
The Instruction of SehetepibrS' is rather brief, out we
have enough of it to knov/ that a father composed it for his
children to impress upon their minds the value of certain maxims
conducive to right living.
The Wisdom of Anii is much richer in content, and fresher
and more artistic in expression. It urges not merely the moral
virtues of purity, temperance, modesty of speech, a gracious
demeanour alike at home, in the street, and in social fellow-
ship, kindness, consideration for the poor and aged, reverence
towards parents, but also the strictly reliniious obligations
of chaste, and loving worship, prayer, praise and sacri:^ice.
<
Within the whole ramxe of Egyptian literature, the "
"Teachinc: of An^n-em-ope " is unique in its religious and
ethical standpoint. He has a remarkable conception of God.
To him God is perfect; He stands for justice. He is full of
living kindness. Throughout his teaching he shows a strongly
marked tendency towards a monotheistic conception of God.
He insists on those things which are well-pleasing in the sight
of God. He cannot say enough in his praise of humility. As
important as these teachings are there is another: Amen-em-
ope's teaching on man's duty to his neighbor, which in its
way is as remarka le as his conception of God. Indeed, his
"thoughts and teaching about God, and his precepts on men's
behaviour to one another are confessedly unique in Egyptian
Wisdom literature. They are to be paralleled in their fulness
lesewhere only in the Hebrev; scriptures","^
So in seven of the examples of Egyptian "Jlsdom literature
we may summarize by saying that they put the emphasis on re-
ligion and morality.
1. Oesterley, Article in "Zeitschrift fur die alttesta nentiiche
Wissenschaf t
", p. 11,
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Chapter IV.
BABYLONIAN WISDOM LITERATURE
c
:^A3YL0NIA'T 'TIS
1 . " I '"^ t' 1 !^ "1 .
It n
:\sL,:^rlolo
,
• X >-> X O -J ':.eplien x^an^: on,
"urnieh us vrith valuable inf orrriatiOi
ature of the Hebrews and t'
et".
to hav'"
eo-'r Sufferer
TV
.' ' '
,
" ' r t; b 6
'
of a 'loni- . ey ma
aataor " 3plic.
T^y trans for
'raditional a. " ' "
3ab''-lonian bookt. ' ;3olo-'
ajia belief in tl
Sir ' "
p • • - . -
^
bin ' . '
or zh'
I
veil' ". he
R
'
, II, -se 1-50 (Ten
" en vrithheld •
:rinci_ " " -ill .: ' I'^ilit^ .
only 'vay of escape fr ... reli,
ijection ^
- 11^ ^ 31-Reverbe -r3 (5i-
contains a de? ' i of his r)hvsieal afflictions
Sect-i . 3t II, Reverse
3e . • ^ ^-..blet, ^11.
w . i 1 Tauiet IV.
A liymr, to defe-
iurn"'
proble •''oduot. 1 o
i
et/f 'cal philosophy. Th'r fundamental
generations. The foil; " will ^ivc-
the ;
T5.'";-l ' ' 1 .
1. lud-lul hel ni-me-lii 1. I wil' lord
- t<aiii-:::kih
:i3)ri-t;-Si
na-al-bu-bu tap-pi->
•, n ' 1 _ " o
,
alt'- o-.-r-.-'-f ul, I a
Jc(jOi"iie a slave.
The frenzy of a ^ anior.
destro^-e-'' .
arhu ki-ta-ia-u-lu i-dlr
n r, 1
1
(21)
:.:onthly lamentation, sorrovv
Tablet II.
(
T-,-, T*-, -"^T „-
v/hich L implete. )
1. al:su-ud-ma a-na ba-i,at
2. a-£?5.h-hur->-!5. li-niun
1. I hav^- "-^ t ?.^ r>f-
1-. -
•
3ed
,
^. it.
2. If I 106^1 about -ne
rc
h, ila ai-sl-
pa-nl-su he shev/ed no'
".Ibaru ina iDi-ir ar-kat
8. za-kl-l^u a-pul-ma ul u-
24. te§-li-ti ta-sl-ma-ti nl
-ku-u sak-"'-'- - ^-
39. sa ina am- sat i"b-lu-tu i
-nut ud-di-c^
6. The seer
not '^et'^r;
8, I a necronancer
2'4. Supplic-
39. He ,,:-0 alive yesterfa.^
even' - • ' ~ •a'^- - ' .
P.evers o
,
every ./hoLly restored. Only a few Ox" the verseo v/ili be
given as examples:)
4. rzat-ti rap-sat u-ru-ba- ' . -^-^ --
1^ us-ni-i-la t .o"' have caused to ben'.
ti-man-ni sit-tu covered me.
S. pal-sa-a-faa ul i-na-at-tal 8, iJy ^ look
"
i-na-a-a
9. pl-ta-a-:aa ul ra-ma-a 9. ::y ears are open "but
uz-na-a-a hear not.
r
10. kal pact-ri-ia i-ta-haz 10. z takes hoi
11. nii-siu-tj. '/n-ta-ku't ell 1^ , :'plfcxy haa fallen up
V A. /\ .Gore-ir.
17. (^.'] -^a-ati-sa-ni-raa ^a-'i- 17. .ncer crli-
-11 ul ap-pul ^ I ansv/er not.
47. ul l-i-'u-sa ilu ka-ti ul '47. G-o" ca;; y al ,
is -bat ot my hand.
Tablet TIT.
(In Tablet III Langdon gives fifty-nine ve" _
so complet.'^ " ?• -.-^ -^t^ -i-o-.r: -ro gg-j;, quij. ^v-^^-.-.-
throufjh tv/o different dreams. The Lufferc-r relates his
visions in direct discourse. The first dream is describee.
Tablet III Obve-'-e- ^-20; - - - -'/n (21-37).
of Book III describes the release frorri oal
identical with those of an ordlnarv' r>enitential r'salm.)
1. kab-ta- ' ^ : ^11- .
na-sa-sa . not able to bear it.
37. ik-bl-^.a a-hu-l^in f^annj^ 37. He connanded for me me
D ^
59. e-ga-ti-la u-sa-bil S^ra 59. The v.'lnd be ca-^^ir
r
Slppar 55 Reverse.
22. sap-ta-a-a il-lat^-ba 22. '..:y lips which
il-ka-a r iT:)-(tia-taJ possessed by tremblin/?,
§3. liC-pur pnl-;^^ ^-ai-na-fca 23. He "'r-pelle^ ^'-r^v. -pp.
ki-sir-s'i-rj-^ ip-C^url severed their knot.
2. The Babylonian Dialogue of '
The argument of this work is in the form of a dialo"
;
betYreen an influential and wealthjr master and his servarxt or
slave. The replies of the servant repre^ - ' '-^ " . _
ticism of the age, and there is no parallel ''.o this literary
form in Babylon^ ^in literature, or elsev/here.
In it:,, J -'^ij-ent form tli:, theme " the lial'j ;u )f
complete pessimism and despair. This point of view is logically
maintained. **In Hebrew literature the Book of "irccleE: ? ?.s tes
offers a close parallel, but the ?-:ebrev/ pott *
tently gloorny. The illustrations employed by the Babylon',
poet to U;ifold his a'^-'U^ent are oft^n ver^r E'imilr/
of Ecclc
- iaate^ . at t:iO cycle of -abj Ionian " ^ . lloer:^.turc
to ¥/hich the dialogue belongs influenced Het" ;.ght in
Post-Exilic t:'mes an-^ '-^-^f^c-^ ally the auth" -clesiastes
aiay no longer be douot .
Three tablets re^^resent the text of the ^i.al^ue.
LariTdon has made ^'T'-ere is no n.-^va'^tH.-^e In '^^.n-**,
subject of ^lection B; line 16 in tliis seouion reads: " ' \~
and eatin", thirsting and dri " go over man**. Or, transliter-
ate-^: "but"-ru-u a-'-a-lu ?,u-u'^-'--^"ii-u* sa-"u-u -\^ '^^•^el-* .lllak."
The vd^aaiag is whether a :ian eats , ' ' 11 f •There is no pleasure provided for ^uet:
r
?7
^ i.--acli 31*19 in Charl.,.;, Apoclfyp. a :.. yi ^ ot;ar.Ool_^r^.^.,-a, _ 421
has it in e words: " little is sufficient for a "lan of
unders t n/^ in,f? "
.
The theme of section J 1. : " " nfeTactor L..yl a ..a^-u^'i^j-
tor obtain the same rev/ar-Is". I note this section particularly
"because the ar~u^.ent in. it ryly^ilar to that of Zccl. i'=?. ~ '^r^:
S:2. "Tf-ere is one hope for the righteoufc. - ' ':,he -.vioh.,^., I jr
the good and the pure, and for the unclean, for him that
o p j_f j_ r- g e ^ .0 -P r)-r> Vi V- q +^ p 9 C i f ^ G 'T"' , . ' ' t v'' P O
^.7ith the sinner; he tnat ^weareth vainly is ab he i>.at fear-
eth the oath".
Lines 37-39 ' ' ' se-t^ '^^. c---"t' - *'- . .erful
expression of pessi/aisa in Babylonian li tera oure-, Il^e -lood an?.
the bad amon-?; the ancients lie beneath the ruins of their
cities '^n"'' -"-^e*--- ^^cr^'ic oi-^f- f o'""'^'^ , ''""t ""^esent "c-n'^"^-" t ion
retains no seiitiinent of honour or dishonour for thera. In the
"land of no return" they are now all alike.
The tfeemd of Section K is: "Death is ^referable totif-e".
f
33. • •nr--'- • ..--....-.•a:.-.ni an- 33. **Ch -^.--r-',- , • x.en unto
-nu-u be-1^ an-nu-u me". Zet:, ly ^ .
34. e-n^n-na rai-nu-u ta-a-ba "Now then whc. -^d?"
.
• _ • •
-
• ^'.y-'- ^
"Vn
bi-ir
36. a-na nari n^i-^a-ku ta-a-ba To fall into the river is ~ood.
y(, la-.i ^a a-na sauii
-e e-lu-u unto heaven
V
38. ia-u ron-^u. ¥a irsl-tim Tno is vast e to co-nolete
/
u-^ain-ine-ru the earth:
j j -i " 'V. Oh serva.it, I will thee39. e ardu a-dak-ka-m.a pa-na- - j » , ^ a. ^

-tu-u-a u-^al-lak-ka " cause t...ee oO ;o
40. u be-li lu 3 u-ral ki-1 arklAnd Oh my lord, lo there are
-ia i-bal-lu-tu "/-ree V.-^-^.t ^'-'ev live afte
Tn this the "Onr-'- ,n r"-" ' vf;--' ^ t th-" "'.O^'* '^al " 1 ' : ^.
scep-t icisrn, ''Life is a troulJl^souie gift of the y,od^ aa-^ death
is the only happiness attainable by m-c . j is powerless to
control t^e r ->u"'--:.o '^f "^-i^ '.,r"-e. This is an <=rt-".-'ie repression
of pessimism not fouad elsewhere in Babylonian literature'*.'^
This conclusion of despair and skepticism was. first expressed
Babylonia and consistently advocated by certain -v-
thinkers there.
'*In the Babylonian Dialogue the master agrees to this
teach' -^he se' . But let the servant first prove his
conviction by bein™ slain first and proceeding his piaster into
the land of death. This the servant agrees to, sarcastically
observ-xng that all who now live will shortly pas^ -•--^ •
last line contains ano' " ^ : observation on the brev " .
of life which rr^pM.c appear ^3 quite fut'/ . It ^-'ecalls
the
'
phrn sec' " ^ ' : *1* -' -u^l "
which also refers to life . brief period of three dt.^ .
'The liff^ of the dav before yesterday is departed*. Similar
obs' ' ' '
-.ji.la-i .l^ul..: ^.iterature.
Compare the Poe ^ t,ae i^ight: ous Sufferer, Tablet II,
Obverse 39f.
1. Langdon, Babyl' • • ,
^
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'He vrio v/as alive y '.erda; " " .
'
' ?: he oa'-t Int-o -loTn, '\-'r?^
The iw sur 'Lcnt. -.. i^SiL '.'/iie i'olXcr.; iii j cOj.opij,s : -•
^
s? ' bari. Accord'
and collnte^".
3. The Bllln':tual Bo^k of Proverbs.
erbs extan'
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vbliLiie.
,
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The^ •-eser omplati'.
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^itten by Semitic scholars. He
poisibl'''' fT'O'"'' "'"e of fh<== first
But th'^ --i.!c-ia.' :
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great antiquity, "Thii::.^ class ture, of Y/hich
s T!'"'!?? '^a'^yloTiian tablet has been f' , la""© b
e
-i.!-' .1 ail b C ii ^' .Jjl' cX i , iiciVc i-'CV-ii LX;:i-i Ji>-.j J J.'-'
On this assumption it is lat origin, later that the
ninth ce^^tvir^/ at any rate. Th^-s is, hov/ever, imnrobabl?
vlcvj 0." the fact that all oth^-r v/iudom literature 'In -ii.-^
v/as copied from Babyl " i originals**."^
The foil 0"1 are s one exan'-^les of the nroverbs
:
21. ''ii^vil tho "0 and an everlns uin,_^ Lreas".
thou wilt obtain."
(22—25 ^."^^ p -f-". o ^ on +,ho t, "^b"^. et )
29., '^'Though I toil they take away Trom me, an"
even more and again v pays me?*^
30. "a -.76 11 •'f-T-'ri-'' -^r) --^o-f-^-i^ * (j", vc'" ^. T\'}.v') d'"£ P^nd
v/ithout grain he raises''.
33 and 3 '5-. '*They say, ^Do- i^arsh take away for itself
j^'ricf o'' its ve^^ , o"'^ ? f^lr-i'^ c' o"" ^''."tetat
'
"But a stron,;^ man lives for the price of his hire
i
from the price of his children", (.aecLitation up':
man compared with the fertility and indeperJ.ence c. ,} .
_
.
. L. 1 _a L. 6 J. .
37. Ke is entirely good, yet Y.<: ' clfljthed in ra . .
41. C literated.
49. *V- : ' ^-tz • --clai~e^' ' \
'
divided, "(-- - ' divinaLion by auwury) .
50 and 51. "The life of the day "before yester" de:^
Like a chaf r ' cb ' '-.br -^-> T*-"--''.- '- ' ' - ^ fashionest v;ell
and .,at the end of the year thou casteL;t away." (These tv.o
proverbs both refer to periods of time base'^. upon the f i'^-vre 3) •
In 50 li:e is ' ' ---^e Hi.' ' ~1 • ^
away after th.v onths . ^
5?. "As- for man his departure the carpenter buildeth".
61 and Obliterated.
63. "Lilie an oven which has become old thy changing i:.
difficult (o;-, is difficult to change th'^e)."
67. "Beans are bcilv.6a. but tiie drl."- ' ' ':^ov/l it "jt".
68-74. Obliterated.
i.' n oS Ox jDiiLiilai" xCi. ub.
Sm. 61.
"Upon a glad' heart oil 1 s pour' d out 'n.it no b.no- *. t
.
The giving of a king is the uiakirii.: goo- o_ u cup jearc.r.
(Liberality obtains good services)
.
The givin.r? of bin-' 's the "?.'"in'" '^'r^.cious of a r^ro'^bet.
(A satin - V inawior.
. ''.andb Ouie gift secures a i'avOi -.b-.c
reply from a seer)
.
1. Gf
. .
" the Dialogue of Pessimism, line 40.

''Friendshi' ' of a day, but posterlt ' y.
A l0'^f'='-'^ (If 9not'-^=^v' cM.-^ '7*1". "".
Thi • ' •.Icli...:..-.,
in "97; Tes ta-nc- -" , '*a prophet ' v/4ithout honor
hie onu""'''' " .
amulets)
.
Bu. 80-7-19, 1-0.
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105-116, -nd
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Section E.
Sectio-n I.
I-
Seof
c
thy
. ^ ... _ , _ p 1 '-
guard thy lir^s.
'keii, v/ilt tl'iOu take backor Cue a quicitxy, wnat, on'
a/zain, *'
Sectior 0.
"D;-'ily th^- .'rod adoi''
^
Tith sacrific " address becominf^ to incense offer
i
This i: ' "
Prayer, ise t
Dailv sh:.
And in abunda--^^'
In thy learni
Fear (of '^od) be.'^'etteth
Sacrifice increr, • >
^
pra^z-er disBolveth sin.
A.S for him that fears the f^ods, not will (his sod) neglect
rears ' \nunnLi-.: " ' '• '• en (hlL days)'*,"^
Ion o :
,
i thy pov/er T/ill be vast.
e tablet
.
ur ( of r-_od) .
1. Ly/.i--don, "3-'byloni .dom*', pp. 39-92
(4
• The tSupposecI Rules of Monf0
al documents in curjei" "".IteraturL- " I ' jo:-ro-^ ^ ^
'
e^'T-ctly to Its title, since It "
the:a all manned of 00 jectiona -^1^- /ooJ i^o^u >^i..
of the year, Th " column contai '
^
of incaiitatio,.:, proceeds to <fiele urate hli leliveraacc and to
ridicule the demons, the entire tablet consists of six 1
J.
columns, of which the fi"-^""^' t o ^o ^
tions. Column III seeras to be a beriea of o aens 'on a fev:
sigjis only are preserved, and they do not appear to have any
connectio-^ ^11 -"ith Vr "alDject. Columns I-III ''.'^r -
verse ffhov/ very little sense, Reverse III contains a list of
deities and the names of the cities in vrhich they erere worshipp
A few e7<ampl -"illov; fron: Columns I-II;
:;oi. I
7. ara'asarama ml -1 1.1-'' 7. In eit^tli
-ta-,ka be thy food?
8. su-un-si-ra i-na lap-ti sun •jr-u-'plant rrith
9. u sio-pa-ta ina KU-I\TJ-_-...--.-o' . ^--..'^1 - t^t-vl^. : ^
ta-pat-tan thou shalt eat,
/ /
13. Car.-h Teb] it rai-..u->
I:ul-ta-ka be thv food.'
{4
Vina ba-^i su-nu-lu were laid '
16. ta-pat-tan 16. shalt thou eat (l^' er) .
Col. 'I.
IS. a-lu-zi-in mi-na-a te-li- IS. iin\' \ .u.^":j oaxiot
-'-i thou do?
V
• te-ia-ma ul ua-ra craf ' '.clari. j.'^ - '
'tether for ands?
20. a-lu.--,' a-si-pu- --20, And so theiil :--er against
-ut-ka thy witchcrart
23. pa--"n-.'' ^-[-^ :..]-:-a:3 sc- 23. J^r'''"or
in-nu u-ma-al-la I fi-'-l Lhc co^^fcr v
24. sip-pa-ta a-rak-kas-ma i- 24, Reeds I make ready and
sa, -1a a -ka ' fire
26. rabisu ^a "biti sa-a-^fu 26. The demon who spied on this
j-f.^, 1
^.
--iVakiiDu ul
in-n'i-zib scorpion are noc o-ared.
1. Langdon, "Babylonian V7isd'> n-. 94-99.
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6. The Gilgaraish Epic.
The most beautiful, most impressive, and. the most
extensive poem which has been preserved to us of the literature
of the ancient Babylonians is the G-ilgamesh Epic. It 4s heroic
both in form and content, yet it is crowded v/ith mytholorical
material of the greatest interest. To students of the Old
Testament it is of peculiar interest because it contains as an
episode the Babylonian legend of the Flood, which lies at the
basis of the Old Testament stories of the Deluge.
Originally the epic consisted of twelve lar^e tablets,
every one of which had three columns of writing on both ob-
verse and reverse. Many of these have come to us in sadly
broken condition, and of some only fragments remain. The text,
as vie have it, belonged to the great library of Ashurbanipal
(668-626 B.C.) and is y/ritten for the most part in Assyrian
script, though a few fraf?:ments are in Neo-Babylonian. The name
of the poet who produced this version is Siri-liki-unnini
,
but there are numerous allusions on the tablets to their having
been copied from older oririnals, and two such have, been
preserved which we^-^e ?/ritten during the first Babylonian
dynasty (c. 2000 B.C.).
This epic describes the friendship and adv-ntures of
the famous ancient heroes Qifa-garaesh and Engidu, and Giigameoh's
search for eternal life after the death of his friend, in the
course of which he comes to his ancertor Utnapishtim, the
Babylonian Noah, who tells him the story of the flood ( the
11th canto)
.
This work is mentioned here briefly, because a Hebrew
parallel is discussed in Chapter VI.

III. Character of the Babylonian Wisdom Literature.
1. Conclusions drawn from 'Visdora Literature.
In Babylonia all knovrledge was more or le:s tinp^ed
with a mystic aspect. "Wisdom" was essentially confined to
the cult of the water god and the ^ods associated with that
cult, especially Nebo, god of v/riting and philosophy. Accord-
ing to the Babylonian cosmology. Wisdom dv/eit in the depths
of the sea with Ea, the creative deity.
To a certain extent (not so much so as in the case of
the Hebrew wisdom literature) the Babylonian wisdomlliterature
is of a religious nature. It -^Iso contains much that is
practical in its maxims of conduct. Many of these proveros
are blessed with their share of common sense.
The Babylonian Poem of the Righteous Sufferer is not
a great deal like the other types of wisdom literature product
It is tinged with scepticism and pessimism. Contrary to the
ordinary penitential psalms, v;hich never accuse god of injus-
tice, his injustice is emphasized in this poem.
Besides the characteristics of the poem that have already
been mentioned we may add that it is in its nature, theologica
philosophical, and ethical. In fact, it is a real contribution
to the world's literature and a valuable exposition of Baby-
lonian ethical philosophy. The fundamental conception of
Babylonian ethics was that evil is the creation of- god to
punish sin. A thorough study of this poem would give us i^uite
a slant on the religious life and beliefs of the Babylonians.
The Babylonian Dialogue of Pessimism, as its title
suggests, has a pessimistic attitude in common with the
preceding poem, only the poet in the former is more

orthodox. The argument of this work is put in the form of a
dialogue between a master and a servant or slave. In th<^
replies of the servant the current scepticism of the a-re is
represented, and it is worth noting that there is no parallel
to this literary form in Babylonian literature, or elsevrhere.
More insight into the Babylonian religion is furnished us
in this poem. In the I^ialAgue of Pessimism life is considered
a troublesome gift of the gods and death is the only happiness
attainable by man, who is powerless to control the course of
nature. Here we have an extreme expression of pessimism not
found elsewhere in Babylonian literature.
In content the Bilingual Book of Proverbs stands
midway between the absolute pessimism of the Dialogue of
Pessimism and the instructi'^ns of the Babylonian Book of
Proverbs. "These tablets appear to have been written as
learned dissertations on life, religion and ethics. The
didactic element is strictly subservient to the philosophical
or speculative*',"^ The following quotation was found in the
Suraerian, "Writing is the mother of speakers, and the father
of skilled men". "This implies that these proverbs belong
really to speculative literature and learning and have not the
object of teaching mankind practical ethics. They represent the
contemplative literature of Babylonia and were, therefore,
composed in Sumerian and translated into Semitic".^
1. Langdon, Babylonian Wisdom, p. 82.
2. Ibid. p. 82.
r
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The Babylonian Book of Proverbs is the Babylonian parallel
to the Hebrew Proverbs of Solomon,, and to the Ii^rryptian
Proverbs of Ani. It is characterized by the phftase "my son",
and written^ the form of instructions by a father. Throughout tne
production there are lofty ethical sentiments, one in par-
ticular CO -^raands to reward evil with good. "Unto him that doeth
thee evil shalt thou return good".
The Supposed Rules of Monthly Diet is one of the most
enigmatical documents in cuneiform literature. The title is
misleading, for it is not a tablet of dietary rules as one
would naturally suppose, but a series of imprecations against
the demons wishim? them all manner of ob jectiona^ljle food
throughout the twelve months of the year. There is so little
of this document intelligible that it is difficult to charac-
terize it. However, we gain from it the names of the months,
and the nature, or kinds of foods used.
The Gilgamesh Epic is not strictly wisdom literature,
but is mentioned here because of its influence upon the early
stories, especially that of the Flood, of the Old Testament,
and because it furnishes a short parallel to Eccles iastes
,
€
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Chapter V.
:i]POINTS OF SIT.aLARITY BETT7EEN HEBREW AND EGYPTIAN
WISDOM LITERATURE
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ve^v intelligently. Finally in a much mutilated form part of
it was incorporated into the collection wh"ch makes up the
third section of our book of Proverbs, One cannot help wonder-
ing why it is that although the original ending, referring to
the thirty chapters, is now found in the introduction, and
in spite of the fact that its significance seems to have
been early lost, that there are still Just thirty sections
in the collection.
In this paragraph the re:^erences are not to wisdom
literature, but if parallels can be found between other types
of Egyptian and Hebrew literature, why should there not be
more likelihood of there being parallels between the wisdom
literatures? Some scholars have suspected a direct relation-
ship between partp of Hebrew literature and the literature
of the Egyptians for ^any years. There are such striking
parallels between parts of the Egyptian "Tale of the Two
Brothers" '• and the story of Joseph in the house of Potiphar
(Gen. 39:1-20) that many have been led to feel that the latter
story was indebted to the Egyptian. In Professor Breasted 's
book, "History of the Ancient Egyptians", we find printed in
parallel columns parts of Ihknaton's hjnn in praise of ^ton
and Psalm 104, showing ^a notable similarity both in the
thought and the sequence". But we have, in the Wisdom of
Amenemopet, the first case of actual verbal agreement between
an Egyptian and a Hebrew text, and the extent of the agree-
1. This tale to be found in Petrie's Egyptian Tales, second
series. London, 1895. Extracts are given by Barton in
his "Archaeology and the Bible", 1925, p 326ff
.
2. P. 273ff.

ment makes it evident that a part of the Egyptian wisdom text
found its way into the biblical book of Proverbs. This natur-
ally raises the question: How m jch more of Kebrev/ literature
may be traced to an Egyptian source? Perhaps the Egyptia^a
sands are still concealing other documents as valuable as
Araenemopet's for the study of the Old Testament literature
and perhaps the old sphinx will not always be as silent as
he looks.
1
Marion Hiller Dunsraore in an article published in
the Journal of Religion, May 1925, pa?es 300-308 says that
the Wisdom of Amenemopet has several important points of
2interest for biblical study. They are listed as follows:
1. It is the nearest approach to an original document
entering into the writing of the Old Testament which has
yet been discovered. V/e know from the writings themselves
that the authors of some Old Testament books had older docu-
ments wh'ch they used as sources; e.g., The Book of Jashar
(Josh. 10:13; II Sam. 1:18). The Book of the Wars of Yahweh
(Num. 2l:l4ff), the sources from which "the men of Hezekiah
king of Judah copied out** the proverbs of Prov. 25ff.
(Prov. 25:1), and many others. But all of these were early
lost. In Aynenemopet ' s book we seem to have found such a source
document, and from the study of it we can gain some idea
of how source materials were utilized, mutilated, and adap-
ted by compilers, and in this case at least, without giving
any credit to the original sources.
1. An Egyptian Contribution to the Sook of Proverbs.
2. Ibid. pp. 307-308.
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2. It furnishes clear evidence that at least one Egyptian
text was taken over and adapted by the Hebrews, and sug!^ests
the possibility that similar treatment may fiiave been accorded
to others. We have noted above the similarity between certa'n
other pieces of Egyptian and Hebrew literature,
3. It confirms the opinion that the text of froverbs con-
tains corruptions. Examples were noted where modern commen-
tators had felt the text to be corrupt and so had ade emen-
dations which are now donfirmed by the Egyptian document.
4. It shows that the Hebrew text already contained corrup-
tions when the Greek translation was made, or that the meaning
of the te'xt was misunderstood by the translators; e.g., in
Prov. 22:20 the Greek translators misunderstood or misread
the word for thirty, translating it triply, or threefold;
and in Prov. 22:21 they rendered the phrase, "him who sends
thee forth", in which both the Hebrew and the Egyptian agree,
by "lim who questions thee".
5. It shows that modern comentatGrs are sometimes wrong,
but also sometimes right in their emendations of the text.
Almost forty years ago Professor Gunkel asserted that
"the Hebrew production of Proverbs stands under the influence
of Eg pt , and this all the more so since in the Hebrew V/isdom
writing the distinctly Israelite element remains in the back-
ground ".^Gunkel ' s judgment was quite sound, as has been proven
by the recent publication of the teachings of Anienophis
(Amen-em-ope)
. In Prov. 22:17-24:22 and its appendix, 24:
23-34, we have a eollection called "the sayings of the sages",
and so close is the likeness between these sayings and those
of Amenophis that he must have been one of the sages referred

to. Indeed, so clear is the dependence of the Hebrew text
upon that of Amenophis that the former can frequently be
cok'rected by the latter, and in almost every instance the
emendation sug-^ested as far back; as 1899 by Toy in his commen-
tary on Proverbs is confirmed in most remarkable fashion.
A word, however, that Toy, as well as all others from the time
of the Greek translation down to the present, v/as unable to
interpret is shalishdim or shall shim, in Prov. 22:20. It has
been variously rendered; "threefold", "in former times",
"excellent things", etc., but we now know that the word was
taken directly from the Egyptian and is a corruption of the
word shesholim, "thirty". In Amenophis it refe-!"s to the thirty
chapters of his work, but it seems to have no significance in
Hebrew.
Some of the parallels between the two Trritings are:
Prov. 22:17. Incline your ear and hear m.- words, and apply
your mind to understand them;
l8a. For it is lovely if you treasure them within youv
Amen. I. 3,9. Give your ear, hear what is said,
10. Set your mind to interpret it;
11. It is well if you set it in your heart.
Prov. 22:24. Do not associate with a man given to 3.rx:er,
nor consort with a man of violent temper.
Amen. IX. 11,13. Do not associate with a man of vio.^ent temper
14. Nor consort with him for conversation.
Proverbs 23:6. Eat not the b^ead of the evil-minded.
Nor covet his daintieii.
8. If 350U have eaten your bifee, you must vomit it
up. And so lose yo r good things.
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Amen. XI. 14,5. Covet not the property of a dependent,
6, Nor hunger for his bread.
17. If you have swallowed a large mouthful of bread,
you must vomit it up,
18. And so are emptied of your good,
T. James Meek says that "the author of Proverbs shows his
dependence upon Amenophis as much by v/hat he omits and adapts as
by what he copies. As Sellin, Gressmann, Grirame, and others have
shovm, he was not making a literal titanslation but was editing the
Proverbs of the Egyptian sage for Jewish consumption, and so felt
no compunction in changing t^em in places. He completely elimin-
ates the references to the Egyptian cultus and gods and other
things not in harmony with ffewish ideas "."^
Besides the parallels in Prov. 22:17-24:34 with Egyptian
writings, elsev/here in Proverbs and in other parts of the Old
Testament there are clear evidences of Egyptian influence, but
nowhere else is there such direct borrowing. Practically all
scholars now identify the behemoth and Leviathan of Job 40f
.
with the hippopotamus and the crocodile, respectively, both of
which are pre-eminently the animals that are re-^lly native to
Palestine, described in chapter 38f.
Blackman has well remarked, "it can almost be said that the
songs of Zion were bein^ sung in a strange land (S^ypt) before
they were sung in Zion herself;" (p. 197) but that applies more
to the thought and content than to the actual words. It cannot
be emphasised too strongly that the Hebrews were not slavish
imitators, but students of the world in the true sense of that
1. T. James Meek, p. 248.
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word. They "borrowed; but what they borrov/ed they made their own,
enlarged and enhanced it.
Besides the information concerning the relationship of the
Teaching of Amenemope to Proverbs furnished us by Marion Dunsmore
and T. J. Meek we have interesting and reliable data concerning
the same subject contributed by W. 0. E. Oesterley in the ieit-
schnift fur die alttestament'iche '^i^issenschaf t , 1927, pages 9-24,
Also, by H. Gressman in the same Journal for 1924, pages 272-296.
Since there is more or less repetition in these articles^ we
shall glean from that of Oesterley' s, what is new.
The unique character of the Egyptian book centers in the
religious and ethical standpoint of Amenemope.
For illustration we quote the following from Oesterley 's
article :^
^ "G-od alone is perfect, and in His sight nothing that is
imperfect can subsist (XVIII. 19, 22ff .) . He is the Qreator of
man, and determines the lot of man; some men He exalts, others
He brings low; life and death are in His hands; and all thin^is are
according to His will (VII. 10, 12-15; XXV. 24, 13-13). Man
proposes, but God disposes; the future is in His sight and He
alone knows what the morrow will bring forth; God, the 'universal
L^rd', is the Pilot of the ship (XVIII. 19,14-17; 20,3ff.). It is
very inter estin's: to observe, too, how Amen-em-ope insists; on the
divine attribute of righteousness, or jistice. God is the possessor
of justice which He i-nparts to whom He will: 'Die Gerechtigkeit
ist die Gabe Gottes, und er gibt sie, wem er will' (XX. 21. 5, 6).
1. Pages 10-11.
r
As a righteous God sin in any and every form is an abomination
to Him, and the evil deeds of men cannot wscape Kis allseeing eye
(XV. 17. 10-12; XVII. 18. 23, 19ff.). In His sight there is no
man without sin, and it is useless to attempt to conceal sin from
Him, for 'sie (die Sunde) ist mit seinera Finger besiegelt'. I.e.,
with Him lies the decision as to what is or is not sin, and He
will punish it (XVIII. 19. 20, 21). Hypocrisy and lying are an
abomination to God; and, above all, one who is double-tongued is
hateful to Him (X. 14. 2, 3) . To interfere with the course of
justice is to frustrate the divine plans (XX. 21. 13, 1^4); false
oaths are sinful (XI. 14. 9, 10); dishonesty of evyry kind is de-
testable to God (see chaps. ^III. XVII. XX. passim). He punishes
the passionate man (III. 5. 14-17). The possessions of a man are
valueless if he sins against God (XVI. 18. 10, 11); let a man beware
of neglecting the guidance of God (XXIV. 24. 4, 5) ; the evil-doer
will receive punishment ) chaps , II, III, VI, Passim); it is well to
have a good conscience (XVIII. 19. 11, 12).
^'Again, Amen-em-ope is insistent on those things which are
well-pleasing in the sight of God; just dealing (VI. 8, 19, 20),
poverty with godliness (VI. 9. 5,6); kindness to the meek (XXVIII.
26. 13, 14); a spirit of humility (XVIII. 19, 22-20, 2; XX. 21.5);
self-control in speech, and straightforwardness (II. 5.7, 3;
X. i3. 17).
"But the passages are more numerous in which virtues are
commended and warninq':s against immoral action are uttered; for the
whole religious outlook of Amen-em-opc shows that, without specifi-
cally saying so, he regards the former as well-pleasing to God,
the latter as abhorrent to Him. Tuib, truthfulness is commended
(XIX. 20. 14); consideration in taxing the poor is enjoined, i.e.
G
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mercy (XIII. 16. 5-7); the need of honesty of purpose in a scribe
is insisted upon (XV. 17. 11-14) ; the Jud^e is called upon to
deal justly (XX. 20, 21, 22; 21. 17). Warnings are uttered a^alnat
covetousness (XI. 14. 5, 6; XII. 15. 9, 10), against bearing false
witness (XIII. 16. 1), against stealing (XII. 15, 13), against
consorting with evil men (XII. 15. 14: XVI. i8. 6, 7), against
bribery (XVII. 19. 4), against dishonesty (XVI. 17, 18, 19),
and against hjspocrisy (X. 13. 13-16). The religious spirit which
permeates his waiting shov/s that in all these things the thought
of God is at the back of Araen-era-ope ' s raind".
In A-^enope we find the utterance, "Commit thyself into the
arms of God" occurring three times, showing that the attribute of
loving-kindness belongs to h4s conception of G-od. He also has a
strongly marked tendency towards a monotheistic conception of God.
His teaching on s duty to his neighbor is in its way
just as remarkable as his conception of ^od,
f!His thoughts and teaching about "^od, and his precepts on men's
behaviour to one another are confessedly unique in Egyptian "iVi^dom
literature. They are to be paralleled, in their fulness elsewhere
only in the Hebrew scriptures ".
Besides the parallels already noted a few additional ones may
be mentioned, in which the thoughts are identical, though the mode
of expression differs:
A. III. 5, 13, 14: Sleep before speaking.
Lest the tempest arise as a flame in the straw.
This same thought occurs in at least two passages in Proverbs:
Prov. XIII. 3: He that guardeth his mouth preserveth his life,
(But) he that openeth wide his lips, - it is destruction
to him.
Prov. XXI. 23: He that guardeth his mouth and his tongue.
>6
Guardeth himself from troubles.
Again:
A. XXI. 22:13i 14: Let not th wor^Js be spread abroad among others
and have thou nothing to do with the chatterbox.
Prov. XX. 19: He that goeth about as a tale-bearer revealeth sec-
rets (compare Xi. 13a), And have thou nothing to do with him
that openeth wide his lips (cp, 7III, 3b).
Gressmann has drawn attention to the parallelism between
A. XXIII. 23: 13-18 and Prov. XXIII. We note that Jes. Sir. XXXI
(XXXIV) 12-16 offers a still closer one:
My son, if thou sittest at the table of a great one.
Open not thy mouth (lit. throat) upon it.
Say not, "There is plenty upon it".
Remember that an envious (lit. evil) eye is an evil thing.
Stretch not out thine hand at that at which he (i.e. thy
neighbor) looketh;
And reach not thine hani with his into the dish;
Eat like a man that wh^ch is set Before thee.
And eat not greedily lest thou be despised.
We ask ourselves the question at what time, or times, in
the history of Israel and Egypt could they have been influenced
by each other? The earliest period might have been during the reign
of SolomTon - an indirect influence through the. Phoenicians, or
direct, through the friendly relation* between the two royal
houses. To quote from Ej^6:man: "At the end of the Twentieth Dyn-
asty (1100 B.C.) Byblos still maintained cjdse trade and cultural
1. Ibid. p. 11

relations with Egypt, as can be seen from the adventure of
Unamum".^ The Egyptian hymns composed during the X'/III Dynasty
could have been adapted by the native Phoenician singers. The
Hebrews could have receiver them from the Phoenicians either during
the reign of Solomon, when Hiram's workmen built for hin the temple
of Jahweh at Jerusalem - a building distinctly Egyptian in ifes
plan and in its sacrificial accessories - or during the reign of
Ahab, whose Phoenician wife Jezebel encouraged the introduction of
Phoenician religious and political ideas. An indirect Egyptian
influence may have come through those who accompanied the Pharaoh's
daughter when she came to Jerusalem to be Solomon's wife
(I Kings 3:1).
The possibility of the above happening? Yes. The probability?
No. "Why not probable? Because at this period the Israelites did not
have anything that could be called literature, and would hardly
be influenced by Egyptian religious or literary thou^-ht. The
Egyptians in both lines v/ere so very much more advanced that v/e
would not expect any Hebrew influence on them at this early date.
But later when the teachings of the prophets were exerting their
influence we may suppose that Egypt came in for her share. Due to
the close relationship of the religious thought and ethical teach-
ing of Amen-em-ope to that of various Old Testament books, r,Q
conclude that the religion of Israel had its influence upon
Egypt. "iTallis Budge says: "It a pears to me certain that imen-em-
ope's high moral and religious ideals v/ere inspired by an influence
that was not of African but of Asiatic origin".^
See Erman, Die Literatur der Agypter, p. 225ff.
2. Ibid. P-. 23.

I Kings 4:30 and Isa. 19:llff. show that the wisdom o? the
Egyptians was well-known among the Israelites and v/as looked upon
with high respect in Israel.
Oesterley's conclusion concerning the relationship between
the Teaching; of Amen-em-flipe and the Book of Proverbs is that the
writers of each were partially indebted to the com-non stock of
Wwisdom" material which existed in abundance in the East, But,
regarding the collection of Prov. XXII. 17-XXIII. 14, both A. and
the compilers of Proverbs made use of an older Hebrew collection,^
TThen it cofnes to the question of relio;ion and ethics he thinks that
the Egyptian w±iter was more likely to have been influenced by the
Hebrew '^enius than that Israelite religious leaders should have
borrowed from Sg.^'pt. Perhaps he assumes this attitude because there
has been a tendency at times to overstate Egyptian influence on
Israel.
However, he accepts the following words of Blackman:
"Just ^^s, on the one hand, specially native Egyptian contributions
to the world's cultural and religious progress penetrated into
Palestine and were absorbed into the main stream of Hebrew reli-^ious
del'elopment
,
so, fen the other hand, certain results of the Semitic
genius for religion in their turn penetrated into Egypt and con-
tributed, to the formulation of what was highefet and best in
Egyptian religion".'^
1. Ibid. p. 23.
2. Simpson, "The Psalmists", Intoduction p. xiii.
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II. A Babylonian Parallel to Eccles iastes
.
A few verses taken from a tablet of the Giil^amesh Epic,
written in the script of the time of Hammurapi, ab-^ut 2000 B.C.
is strikingly like Ecclesiastes 9:6-9, not only in sentiment,
but in part closely approaches its language.
"Jhy, 0 Gilgamesh, dost thou wander about?
The life that th^u seekest, thou wilt not f ind. "^
**Since the gods created man.
Death they ordaineAor man,
Life in their hands they hold.
Thou, 0 Gilgaraeah, fill indeed thy belly.
Day and night be thou Joyful,
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**Daily ordain gladness.
Day and night rage and make merry.
Let thy garments be bright.
Thy head purify, wash with water.
Desire thy children whicf^ thy hand possesses,
A wife enjoy in thy bosom.
Peaceably thy work (?)..."
As Hubert Grimme pointed out (Orientalische Literatur
Zeitung, Vol. VIII, col 432ff.), this is a most fctriking
parallel to Eccl. 9:6-9, which follows:
"Also their (the dead's) love as well as their hate and
their jealousy have already perished, and they have
again no portion in all that is done under the^un. Come
eat thy bread with Joy and drink thy wine with a glad
heart, for already ^od hath accepted thy works. At all
times let thy garments be white, and let not 4il be
lacking on thy head. Enjoy life with a woman whom thou
lovest all the days of thy vain life which he gives thee
under the sun, for it is thy lot in life and hy toil v/hich
thou toilest under the sun."
These passages are not only strikingly similar, but in
parts the Hebrew seems to be a translation of the Babylonian.
The existence of the influential Jewish colony called the
"G-ouliouth" in Babylonia and its great influence on the Jews
1. Berer, "The Literature of the Old Testament", p. 335.
2. Barton, "Archaeology and the Bible", p. 472.
Translated from the Mitteilungen der vorderas iatisch.
n
Gesellschaf t, 1902, Heft, p. .8, col.iii, 1. 3. -ieissner.

of Palr-stine Is well known. There can be little doubt that
It was through this channel that this Babylonian philosophy
of life became known to Q,oheleth and influenced him.
"This old Babylonian philosophy, too, it should be
noted, contains the heart of all that has been considered
Epicurean in ^Joheleth. The eatin^r and drinkia^z, the enjoy-
ment of one's labor, the cheerfulness, the delight in pleasure,
the feeling that death ends all - all these are contained in
it. The script in which it is written attests the existence
of these sentiments as early as 2000 B.C., at a time when there
was no reason to doubt that they are a product of purely
Semitic thought. Qoheleth was, in all probability acquainted
with the Babylonian poem. It is not likely that his whole
point of view came from Babylonia, but he adopted the senti-
ment of the poem because it expressed a point of view which
he had himseklf reached, while his own thought was made pos-
sible by some phases of Jewish thought in the particular
period when he lived. Semitic thought in Babylonia had, almost
two millenia before Qoheleth, traversed the cycle which Jew-
ish thought was in his person treading*'."^
III. Another Babylonian parallel to Eccles iastes
.
In Hebrew literature the Book of Eccles iastes offers
a close parallel to the Babylonian Dialogue of Pessimism, but
the Hebrew poet is not so consistently gloomy. The theme of
the Babylonian dialogue is one of complete pessimism and des-
pair. The illustrations employed by the Babylonian poet to
1. Barton, "Int. Critical Commentary, '^Ecclesiastes , " p. 42.
\i
/
unfold his argument are often very Bimtlar to those of Eccles-
iastes. It may no longer be doubted that the cycle of Babylon-
ian wisdom literature to which the dialop;ue b,elon!?s influenqed
Hebrew thought in Post-^il^^^ tlmes^nd especially th^^ author
The following lines contain the most powerful and
of Eccles iastes
.
extreme expression of pessimism in Babylonian literature:
37. "'Tho is long enough to ascend unto heaven? *
38. Who is vast enough to complete the earth?
39. "Nay, Oh servant, I will slay thee and cause thee to
go brfore me".
The poet here comes to the logical conclusion of his
sceptieism. Life is a troublesome sift of the gods and death is
the only happiness attainable by man. He is powerless to con-
trol the course of nature. The Babylonian poet anticipated the
Hebrew sceptics in this conclusion, as he undoubtedly wrote
before the, authors of the Hebrew Books of Job and Eccles iasLes
.
Job 3:20-22 reads:
Fny doth he give light to him that is in travail?
And light unto the bitter in soul;
Who long for death, but it coraeth not;
And search for it more than for hid treasures;
Who are glad unto exultation.
And rejoice when they find the grave?
This passage reflects the wish of a man who had fallen
upon great trouble. It does not mean that death is desirable
in the abstract as a comment upon life in creneral. The aut'nor
Langdon, "Babylonian Wisdom", p. 79-So.
€
of the Hebrew Ecclesiastes does make the same abstract crit-
icism of life in -'•eneral. "The day of death is better than
the day of one's birth", (Eccl. 7:1). But the Hebrew writer
is not consistent like the Babylonian poet. For him, life in
general Is vanity and despair but it is better than ekeath and
the house of eternal darkness; "For him that is Joined to all
the living there is hope; for a living dog is better than a
dead lion" (Eccl. 9:4).
The good and the bad among the ancients lie beneath the
ruins of their cities and their deeds are forgotten. For thtm
the present generation retains no sentiment of honor or dishon
or. They are nov/ all alike in the land of no return.
30. Ascend thou unto the ruins of cities, bo to those oi'
old;
31. Behold the skulls of the later and the former ones,
32. Who is now an evil doer, who is now a benefactor?
Of similar thought are Ecclesiastes:
1:11. There is no remembrance of the former generations;
Neither shall there be any remembrance of the latter
Generations that are to come, among those that shall
come after.
2:14. The v;ise man's eyes are in his head, and the fool
walketh in darkness : and yet I perceived that one event
happeneth to them all.
2:16. For of the Y/ise man, even as of the fool, there is
no remembrance for ever; seeing that in the days to come
all will have been long forgotten. And how doth the wise
man die even as the fooll
t
The argument in this section is similar to that of Ecc-
lesiastes 9:2:
All things come alike to all:
There is one hope for the righteous and the vricked,
for the good so with the sinner; he that sweareth vainly
is as he that feareth the oath".
death
€i
I consider it of Interest to Include in our
Ba.bylort«*»v. Visdom Lit erature ^chapter some exaniples v/ith
an English translation. The follov/in^: :
FRAGMENT OF ^YISDOM LITERATUHE, THE SO-GALLED BABY-
LOMIAN JOB, SEGOi\^D TABLET OF THE WISDOM OF T^BI-
UTUL-ELLIL
I attained unto (long) life, I moved beyond the appointed ti-ie,
Wherever I turn, there is evil, evil -
Oppression is increased, righteousness I see not.
I have cried unto my god, hut he shov/ed me not his face.
ak¥uf'-ma a-na bft-lat a-dan-na i-te-ik
a-sa'^i-'Qur-ma li-mun li-rnun-ma
V
§a-'bur-ti u-ta-§a-pa i-sar-ti ul ut-tu
il' al-si-na ul id-di-na pa-ni-^u
I involved my (T,oddes3, but sh^: I'l
The Enchanter did not fix through his oracle the future.
Thp p^^er, at t^- li'hat Inn, did not establish my ri.-'ht.
I tur ed to the necroaaiicer , but he opened not ..ly ear.
The magician by his sorceries "! id not loosen my ban.
u-sal-li (ilu) l^l^'-n^--^ ^.1 ^-i^Di-^a
(am^lu) bSru ina bi-ir- ar-kat ul io-ru-ab
ina ma-as-sak-ka u am'^lu "^a-*-ilu ul u-^a-pi di-i-ni
'•^
'
_/ : .'! — ''il—ma ul '1 t * n*
(auielu) masiiiasu ina ki-ixit-Ll-e kl-mil-ti ul ip-tur
10 How different are the IMues in the world I

If I 16olr trouble purLa... ,
AS ir the 1^.1 crix ice I had not brought my god.
As if at raealtirae I had not called upon my rodaess.
Had not incli--^'^ ^-n-r f-.-r. p.-rT r^-^ adora^.
:
a-a-i-te ip-se-e-ti sa-na-a-ti ma-ti-tan
a-nur-ma ar-kat. ri-ha-tl ip-pi-ru
k'-* tara-ki -^.-'^^ ?-na ill la uk-tln-nu
W C 1^ I'j
.a ma-ka-li-e (ilu) Is-tar-ri la zak-ru
ap-pi la e-nu-u su-kin~ni la an-rii
Like nouth p./::.jers and ^tar^ \;cru Loo^i^ed.
For whom god's day has ceased, the new moon's feast ^s diminished.
ITho has lain down on his side
'iVho has not taught his people
liVho called not upon his god
and has '^esplse'^ thei"" ^ T'p.'-'-es
,
god'
s
v/hen he ate of his food.
ini pi-i-^u Ip-par-ku-u su-up-^i-e tas~li-ti
ib-ti-lu u-inu ill i-mat-tu es-'St^-al
icl-du-u ah-su sal-mi-^u-nu i-mi-^u
pa-la-hu u it-'-u-^^u la u~sal-mi-du nise-'^u
lli-'^u la iz-liur-e-kul a-kal-'^u
Tno abandoned his goddess
He To- ; —'
,
V/ho pronounced lightly
Bu" ] nyself took thought only
Prayer v/as my rule.
o.nd brought her not what v/as
written (?)
v/ao :.. .1 be honored ('.')
the mighty name of his god - I
v/ar like hi;i.
for prayers ana supplication,
f orifice my order,
i-zit (ilu) Is -tar-ta-s^^. ^^.a^-taf? la ub-la
a~na sa im. V u-u
nis ili-su kab-ti kal-lis iz-kur a-na-ku am-sal
I
a^-su-us-ma ra-man su-up-pu-u tas-li-ti
tas-li-ti t^.-sTi-mat nl-ku-u ^ak-ku-u-a
25 The day of god's honorinji;
The day of following after
tre "oddess
The prayer of ^ he liirfi.
And his song.
was my heart's joy,
was for me gain and riches,
that was my Joy,
that was pleasant urito me.
to keeo -od's name.
umu pa-la-ah ilSni tu-ub lib-bi-ia
umu ri-du-ti (ilu) I'^-tar ni-me-li ta-at-tur-ru
ik-ri--"' sl-i i-'i-du-ti
I made of highest power,
I instructed the people,
such deeds are " : -ood favor,
that is evil with ^od.
u ni-,c;u-ta-su a-na da-rae-ik-ti ¥um-ma
u-^?r a-na mati-ia ili na-sti-ri
30 To honor the name of the goddess I c?,utioned ray people.
The. respect of the king
In reverence of the palace
For I knew that before the god
That which seemeth good, to
itself,
¥u-mi (ilu) I^-tar s i.;--^- ..r ni¥e-ia us-ta-l^i-iz
ta-na-da-a- t i ^arri e-li^ u-ma¥-sil
u pu-luii-tu ekalli um-man u- sal-raid
lu- l-'"'! ki-i it-ti ili i-ta-ani-gur an-.-.-a- u.'.
¥a dam-kat ra-raa-nu-u's ^a^-na ili kul-lul-tum
35 And tbat which in its heart that is good with god.
X- r ^. J c u ,
V7ho can understand the counsel
o''' the gods
The TDlan of the cods full
in heaven?
v^no shall establish it?

of darkness,
Hov; shall pale-faced men the v/ay of the (^odsl
understand
He who lives in the evening is in the morning dead,
¥a ina lib-bi-su mu-us-Cs'-'"! -i^a.t eli ili-^u dam-kat
a-a-u te-im il^ni
-Ifl-riD "^ame-e i-lam-mad
rai-lik sa ili za-nun zi-e i-^a-ak-kim man-nu
e-ka-a-ina il-ma-da a-lak-ti ili a-pa-a-ti
"sa ina am-sat ic-lu-tu i-raut ud-di-es
40 Quickly is he in trouble, suddenly is he smitten;
In a moment he is singing and playing.
In an instant he is howling like a complainer.
Every moment so are their thoughts changed,
Nov/ they are hungry, and arc- like a corpse,
sur-ris u^-ta-bir za-mar i^-ta-m.a's
ina si-bit ap-pi i-za-am-mur e-li-la
ina pi-it pu-ri-di u-zar-rab lal-la-r :'_-e^
V vki-i pi-te-e u ka-ta-ml te-en-si-na sit-ni
im-rau-sa-ma im-m.a-a s'a-lam-ta^
45. As^ain the;/ are full, and are like un.^
If it -o well with them, they speak of climbing up to heaven;
If they be in trouble, tKe3- ta_^ of goinj:: dov/n to neli.
i-s ib-ba-a-ma i-^a-an-na-na ili-Yun
ina ta-a-bi i-ta*.m.a-a i-li "^a-ma- ' -a
u-ta^-^a-sa-ma i-dib-bu-ba a-rad ir-kal-la X'^^^o-^©'^!
t!At this point tn. : e v/antin:5 a considerable pasca^^e) -

Reverse
:
I'.Tv hous*^ ^ ^oooo~T^ a orison '"o^ ^'^.e.
In the cliaiiis of my flesh are my armo laid.
In my oT/n bonds (?) are ray feet cast
a-na ki-suls-ki- ia i-tur-ra ' -r-^-^..^
•ll-lu-ur-tum si-ri-ia na-da-a i-da-a-a
mas-kan ram-ni-ia -nuk-ku-tu se-pa-a-a
ni-da-tu
5 With a whip he has heated rae not
With 3. staff he has pierced me, the point was strong.
All day lonr doth follov/ the ave 7.er,
In the middle of the night breathe for a moment.
he lets me not
Through tearings my joints are sundered,
ki-na-xi id-da-an-ni-ma la-a zil-la-a-tum
pa-ru-.u^-¥u- u-sah-lji-il-an-ni zi-ka-ta dan-nat
k^l ^-mu ri-du-u i-ri-id-daln-ni]
ina "sat mifsi ul u-nsp-pa-'^a-an-ni sur-ri^
ina i-tab-lak-ku-ti Du-ut-tu-ru rik-su-u-a
10 My limbs are undone, are
Upo i ray couch I passed the ni^^ht like a bull,
I was covered with my like a sheep,
excrement
My syraptdims of fever were not clear (?) to the mapricians.
And ray omens did the diviner leave dark.
mes-ri-tu-u-a. su-UD-pu-ha i-ta-at-ta-a a-hl-:..x:u
ina ru-ub-si-ia a-bit ki-i al-pi
ub-tal-lil ]'i-i im.'^eri \-<^^ ta-ba-p.^-ta-ni-ia
sa-kik-ki-ia :,o-j^u-lu (ai^clu) mc..^..a1^u
u te-ri-ti-ia (a-'f^lu) baru u-ta'^-'^l
e
15 The so-*^cerer did not handle well my Illness.
And the necro"? '•cer could of "17 'malt?.d".
not make an end
The ROd helped me not.
The '--n-'' ^1 or ^' '-' -^ --ot rntv -e.
The tomb hath opened,
ul u-^a-pi a-^i-pu ^i-kln mur-si-ia
u a-dan-na & i-li- ' -ti-i a (anr^u) b^ru ul id-din
ul i-ru-§^ ilu ka-ti ul is-bat
ul iasri-man-ni (ilu) l¥-ta-ri i-da-a-a ul il-lik
pi-ti kimah'^ju ir -"^u-^^li- l-a-nu-u-a
he took me not by the hand,
she came not to -^^'-'ride.
they seized my habitation (?)
the death wail was finished.
"Hov7 Is he ciestroyedl *'
his face ^lov/ed,
his heart was brightened.
of all my family.
20 Before I was dead.
My whole land cried out,
'iThen mine enemy hear^"",
As friendly news they broufeht
it t6 him.
But I knev" the time,
a-di la mi~tu-ti-i-ma bi-ki-ti gam-rat
kal ma-ti-ia ki-i ^a-bil ik-bu-ni
i^-me-e-ma ^a-du-u-a irn-^rie-ru pa-ni-^..
2}a-di-ti u-ba-as-s i-ru ka-bat-ta-*^u ip-pir-du
i-di ^-mu s'a f?l-mir kim-ti-i-^.
25 vrnen amon^3 the guardian angel- divinity a?.d -. " ^ .
Ya ki-rib ^e-di-e ilu-ut-su-un i-rfm
Copied from Rogers, Robert William ... GU::Lx. . ... 1 -
allele: to the DLD TESTA^^EXT
.
Eaton and ^'^ains. New York; Jennings and G-raham, Cincinnati;
i-a^ceii 15'^ to I69.
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Here is another FRA-GMENT OF WISDOM LITERATUR".
Obverse
:
5 their free '-ion (?) \ -i-.v-m -nt, take away.
Thou Shalt not tyrannically oppresti them.
'Vith one, who thus acts, his god is ancry,
He is not pleasin.c^ to Shamash, he vrill requl . ' v/ith evil.
Give food, to e?,t, ^l^.^e wine to drinl^,
10 Seek the truth, provide for and......
With hira, who thus acts his F.od is pleased.
He is
--'^-asin!^ to Shamash, he v/ill requite hirn .viu.. ^^od.
Br in-' 'elp, — otect (the vfeak)
A maid in the house, thou shalt not
15 he shall not rule
th-- body t:.u.,i :di..cilL, not
.thy thou Shalt not
In the mouth of the people thy reputation (?) tr.us shalt
be v/holesome.
The house of an handmaid be lord over (?) ....(?)
20 Thou Shalt not take an harlot whose husbands are P.ulti-
tudinous (?)
A prostitute who has been consecrated to god.
An outcast whose speech is abundant.
In thine adversity will not lift tht e up..
In thy conflicts she will ridicule thee.
25 Fear of god and humility are not with her.
she corae t- {''
,
! "^:'use re.nove her therefrom,
Upon the track of a foe let her attention be turned.
Obverse: ( ^'"i nal)
rc
Obverse: (original)
5 sur-ru [....1 ¥i-tu-us-su-nu e tal-kut (?)
;:)al-(j-i-ia e-li-'u-;:a u La,k-tan-ni-lZ. ^.j
a-na an-nim-ma ilu-su e-zi-ls-3U
ul ^a-a-bl ell (llu) Samas i-ra-ab-su lim-r,
^u-kll a-ka-lu Yl-ki ^:u-ru-un (?)-nu
10 e-rls' kiu-tu e-pi-ir- a
a-na an-nim-ma ilu-Su l}a-^i-¥u
ta-a-bi e" ! (ilu) ?a"i9^ i-ra-ab-^u du-C
^ub-^u u-sp-ta n-l-nil d.u-l.....^
amtu ana b?:ti e tu-C. . • • •J
15 . . . . uim-ma la i-be-el u-ru
.... ra (?)-?.-ti "'^a-~3^-ka la te-eK-^'. ..
.... ru to ka la tu-a:'--ra
ina pi-i nls^ ka-ma ki (?^a-am taV-lim
b^t, ^i— ''1?, be—ei i— sa.D—pii-u^
20 e ta-^u-uz l^a-rirn-ta "^a '^a-a-ri mu-tu-*^a
i^-ta-ri -tu "^a a-na ill zak-rtat]
z er -na ! ~ i .i Va a t i-^a raa C:^ -
'.'J
ina :aa-ru-us r-t#-ka-ma ul i-na-a—s j-^:a
ina sal-ti-ka-ma e-li-ka "sa-an-sa-at
25 pa-la-^ii u ^^-a----^- ul i-^-^---^
lu-u h'xza rta3 -^a^-'sad-ma (?) u-ru-Yl l.ia
a-na kib-si a-hi-e" u-zu-un-s'? tur-rat

Revers e
:
Thou Bhalt not slander, (but) speak kindly;
5 Thou Shalt not utter evil, but &|ieak .cood.
^^l:a who slander ^^..oj-l.w t;vil.
As a recompense Shamash will wait for (lit. --is head) .
Open not wide ^uth but fruard thy lips;
The vT'^rds of thv +hou''''^+.9 r^TDeal.
And in silence must sadden thy m'nd.
il.-/- rreeent to ' o"''
ijaii'ifice and praj^er, approprliiLe to I'.iccui^e
.
Before thy god m- thou have a tried heaz-t.
15 This is ap'ropri?te to tl' ' .
Prayer, pet it i , id prostrat io-
Ever-y morning shalt thou rend^ ^ '','<& ' ' ^'v-
thee f^ixts
And ' heln *'>:0u shalt he abundanl"'.
In ':hy wi. ' ' ' ' " : t
.
20 The fear (of sod) ttetl r,
•
•
- i
-
,
-M '" ' "orgivi^ " .
He who fears t' vill i-'y ("
^
Thou Shalt not
, \ ']
If t'-OU 'i^"^t -^1""! • ^
-J
If t'- .;.bt exicoura^-ed (hiiu)
,
{xsjav.
Lilie lineB following are too badly broken to be intelligible.
3
<3
c vers •
lim-ni-e-tl e ta-mc Ll^-tc-
ma ri-Da-a- ^.-^a ; , ^ a-.^a- -a--
0 tu-ma-as-s " "
-i- -j;. u-s j.r ^ -
\ V
u i-na sa-nak at-me-e ':u-sa-an-na-a|;i te-en-ka
11.- -l-l _Q '\
- llU- -t^^.U
nl-ku-a- ^i-bi- oi-i si-iuat i^ut-rin-ni
a-na ili-ka lib'oa ba-;^ .i ti-i-si
ud-da-at ta-aam-diii-ai-auiii-ai ' bi-lat
u a-na at-ri-1 it-ti Hi tv.i^-t,e-slr-rka?3
0 pa-j.a-liu vla-Via-ka ul-la-a'".
ni-ku-u "ba-la-tu f J -tar
pa-li^} ililti Lil • 1-s'e-is-su ^ J
pa-li]j ( ilu) A-nun-na-ki ur-rak fume-"^-.J
5 r".-,^-.^. ---- ^a. - •-. - - - C. - .-1
sap-ia-a-ti e ta-ta-Q- ' \ [_ ]
gum-ma tak-t-a-bi- ' Z- • -1

SUMMARY
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I
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SUTr'ARY
In this survey of the influence of Ef^/ptlan and Babylonian
Wisdom literatures upon the Hebrew 7/isdom literature I have
tried to select the outstanding types of v/isdom literature
belonging to each of these peoples, briefly discuss the subject
matter and describe the aliaracter of each production.
From the Old Testament I have chosen Job, Eccles iast ee
,
and the Proyerbg as the important types of Hebrew Wisdom liter-
ature; from the Apocrypha, I have chosen Eccles iasticus and
the Wisdom of Solomo^,
The following are thw works belonging to the class of
Egyptian Wisdom literature: The Precepts of Ptah-hotep , The
Instruction of Ke * Gemni, of Duauf , of King Amenemhet, for Kin^
Merikere
,
of Sehetepibre , The Wisdom of Anii, and the Teaching;
of Amen-em-ope.
The representative works of the Babylonian '.Visdom liter-
ature are as follows: The Poem of the Righteous Sufferer,
The Babylonian dialogue of Pessimism , The Billn.gual Book of
Proverbs , The Babylonian Book of Proverbs, The Suiposed Rules
Monthly Diet , and the G-llaaiiesh Epic.
From a careful reading and study of whatever material I
could find concerning the above mentioned works of v/isdo-n liter-
ature I have characterized the nature of this literature in
the case of each of these three peoples. I find that all have a
deeply reli3;^^.us nature, and that they devote a -:reat deal
of time pre&e/V^lng principles of morality of a high order.
Each furnishes a work showing the pessimistic and skeptical
attitude prevalent among some of the people of each of the
three countries.

I have endeavored to show that from the interpenetrat ion
of cultures nations have "been able to leave a much fuller and
richer heritage to future generations, that through the right
kind of assimilation of foreign influences nations have been
made more v/orth while contributions to covilization.
In the case of Egyptian influence upon Hebrew 77isdora
literature, I have discussed at length the probability that
the Hebrew Book of Proverbs is especially Indebted to the
Egyptian production, the "Teaching of Amen-em-ope
In the case of Babylonian influence upon Hebrew "'Wis-
dom literature I have shown the probability'- that the Babylonians
had a Job in the person of the Pighteous Sufferer, and that this
work has exerted its share of influence upon the Hebrew Job.
Dr. Gressraann, one of the leading authorities on the
Old Testament, admits the influence of Egypt on Hebrew thought.
Verses may have been derived from Egyptian prototypes, and her^
have come into the Hebrew writings through the medium of
Phoenicia,
Professor Erman has proved that
Blackman says thayjmost of the verses of the Book of
Proverbs are almost literal translations of portions of an
%yP"tian work, the Proverbs of Amen-em-ope, composed about
1000 B.C.-^
On the other hand, Wallis Budge says, "It appears to
me certain that Amen-em-ope ' s high moral and religious ideals
were inspired by an influence that was not of African, but of
Asiatic origin".^
1. Simpson, The Psalmists
, pp. 192-193.
2. Quoted from Oesterley^s article in Z.A.W.
, p. 19.
r
After much reading, study, and comparison of the "Teaching
of Amen-em-ope" and of the Hebrew Book of Proverbs I have cone
to the following conclusions: that the riebrew author ca.Tie by
his material through a common stock of material that was
Sumerian in ori^^^in; that there is a possibility of his having
had access to the Egyptian Proverbs; that he may have received
some of them indirectly through other countries, es ecially
Phoenicia; and last of all, making due allov/ance for the common
instincts of mankind, he could have written some of these
same proverbs v/ithout it ever beinq necessary to hav^ny
models
,
In regard to the -Babylonian influence. During the cap-
tivity the Jews were directly exposed to Babylonian influence.
It was only natural for the more learned among the Heorew
scribfts and priests to interest themselves in the ancient
literature of their new home. If there had been any previous
familiarity with the literature of Babylonia an increased
interest would result from the actual residence in the country.
It has been suggested that there are three pre-exilic periods at
which the Hebrews or the ancestors of the race may have ac-
quired a knowledge of Babylonian traditions. King says, "The
earliest of these is the age of the patriarchs, the traditional
ancestors of the ^^ebrew nation. The second period is that of
the settlement in Canaan, which v/e may put from 1200 B.C. to
the establishment of David's kingdom at about 1000 B.C. The
third period is that of the late Judean monarchy, from 73*^
to 586 B.C., the date of the fall of J-erusalem; and in this
last period there a-e two reigns of special imporoance in
this connexion, those of Ahaz (754-720 B.C.) and jianasseh

(693-638 B.C.)
1
Langdon says, "the most striking is the parallelism
that exists between -Babylonian and Hebrev/ lav;s on fanily life.
If we had no other proof for the Babylonian origin of the
Hebrew and for the continued influenc: of Babylon upon them,
p
this parallelism of family life would be sufficient".
The Hebrews, according to their own traditions, once
lived in Babylonia, and with their settlement in Palestine there
came Babylonian influence through the medium of the '^anaanite
Amorites
.
"That the Babylonian culture was one^treara that helped to
make up Hebrew culture is evident from the very first pages
of the Old Testament. The early stories of Qenesis are all set
in Babylonia, and this would be most unlikely if the stories
3
were native to the Hebrews". The Hebrew story of the flood
has so many points of contact v;ith the Babylonian story that
the former can scarcely be anything other than a Hebrew edi-
tion of the latter.
The Babylonians did not have the same capacity for rel-
igious develoiMfi-lvt^ "t-^© Hebrews did; so it makes it very
unlikely that the Hebrews, who were spiritually far more advancd
that the Babylonians, should have borrowed this kind of writing
from their less gifted neighbors. The religious literature
of the Babylonians lacked that tremendous emphasis on ethics
1. King, Legends of Babylon and Egypt, p. 136.
2. Langdon, Lectures on Babyloriia and Palestine, p. 75.
3. Meek, Journal of religion. Vol. VII, p. 256.

which is one of the outstandini^ features of Hebrew monotheism.
If there v;as not direct Babylonian :'nfluence it is
quite possible to have indirect influence from Babylon, which
may have come about in several ways. The Hebrews themselves
record in their own' history the sojournin/? of their ancestors
in Mesopotamia (Gen. 11;28-31; Joshua 24:2). The Amorites,
who gave Babylon her first dynasty, and who with other Semitic
races at various times acted as middlemen between the jiast,
and the V/est must have helped in the difiusion of Babylonian
mytholo«?y. The Babylonians, who overran Syria and Palestine
may have left behind them legends and stories which would have
been passed down through the Canaanites and other native
races to the later Hebrew immigrants. Some Babylonian myths were
circulated in Errypt in the fifteenth century B.C., and thece
must have found their T^/ay also into Palestine. Legends, there-
fore, which were not of native Semitic origin but of Suxerian
or other orictin, could have reached the ^^^^ebrews this v/ay at
an early period, and need not have been borrowed directly from
Babylon in historical times.
Concerning my own conclusions regarding the Babylonian
influence, I believe if there had not been a deep and permanent
impress made upon the Hebrews during their "Babylonian**
period, the creation myth xyould not have survived. Therefore,
it is most reasonable to assume that the agreement between
Hebrew and Babylonian traditions regarding the creation of the
world and regarding a great c-^tastrophe that wiped out man-
kind is due to this early coPxtact.

In the case of Job I think there v/as probably some borrov/
ing from the Poem of the Rif^hteous Sufferer. However, £uch a
man could have existed amons^, the ^*ebrev/s as v/ell as amonr the
Babylonians
.
I think it ijiuite probable that the writer of Eccles-
iastes could rave been influenced by the Babylonian Dialft^ue
of Pessimism, but I have my doubts about the brief parallelism
found in the Gila:amesh Epic.
The character of the Old Testament wisdom literature
illustrates the inteppenetration of cultures in the ancient , .
world. After some study and cmmparison one mignt gain the
impression that the f^ebrev/s got all their culture from other
peoples. We know this is not true. Their relation to others
is like that of Shakespeare to his predecessors. As J.:.!. P.
Smith says in A.J.E.B'i XXXV, 10: "He took their materials and
transformed them by the touch of his immortal genius. He
borrowed indiscriminately on every hand, but he made v/hat he
borrowed forever his own by the ^aagic of his skill and the
grandeur of his matchless style". Just so the nebrev/s did.
They made what they borrowed their own; "they ethic ized and
sublimated, so that no contemporary literature is at all com-
parable to theirs They as a pupil surpassed their teachers.
From this intensive study of the wisdom literature of
these three peoples - the Hebrev/s, the E^^ryptians, and the
Babylonians - I am more than evep before impi'-essed '.vitn the
truth expressed in Ecclesiastes 1:9:
"That which hath b(3-en is that v/hich shall be; and that
which hath been done is that which shall be done; and there
is no new thing under the sun".
1. T.J. Meek, p. 262.
i
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